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U OF MRECEIVES
NEW CAMPUS SITE

FOR DULUTH BRANCH

Minneapolis, Jan. • Acquisition of a plateau overlooking

Lake Superior as the site of the future campus of the University of Minnesota,

Duluth Branch, was announced Saturday (Jan. 3) by University President J. L. Morrill r

Consisting of approximately 160 acres, the new campus site is a gift

to the University from Regent Richard L. Griggs, prominent Duluth Banker, and a

group of Duluth citizens and business organizations.

The major p~rtion of the 160-acre tract, which is three bl~cks

northeast of the present six-acre campus of the Duluth Branch, is made up of the

area known as the Ncrtondale development and constitutes Regent Griggs' gift to

the University.

An additional 45 lots adjacent to the Nortondale development have

been purchased by the citizens' group as a supplement to the land acquired and

presented by Regent Griggs.

Beautifully situated in the heights of East Duluth, the future

campus site ranges from an elevation at its lower level of 450 feet above Lake

Superior to 600 feet above the lake.

General boundaries of the property are Allen avenue on the south,

a line one-half block east of Juncti~n avenue on the west, Buffalo and st. lAarie

streets on the north and an extension of Carver avenue on the east.

"This significant gift from Regent Griggs and his fellow Duluth

citizens will permit the orderly physical expansion and development of the

University's Duluth campus," President Morrill stated Saturday as he announced

the presentation of the property. liThe University and the State of Minnesota are

deeply indebted to these public-spirited donors for their generous and far-sighted

prrvision of this new campus site for the Duluth Branch."
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U OF MwILL PLAY

HOST TO MINN.

iVIUSIC TEACHERS

Minneapolis, Jan. - The University of Minnesota will be host January

16 and 17 to the annual clinic of the Minnesota Music Educator's association which

is made up of elementary and secondary school music teachers in Minnesota.

Of special interest to the educators this year will be the

presentation of a new elementary course of study in music rec~mmended for state-

wide adoption by a special c~mmittee ~f Minnesota music educators headed by

Professor Carl Thomoson from the Bemidji state teacher's c~llere.

Professor Paul Christensen, head of the music department at Concordia

college, Moorhead, will be in charge of a special session dealing with ch~ral

problems and vocal adjudication.

As an added attraction during the two-day clinic, all members of

the MMEA have been invited to attend the Friday morning rehearsal of the

Minneapolis Symphony orchestra.

High school music gr~ups which will offer special pr~grams will be

members of the Excelsior high schoel band, the Duluth Central high school

orchestra and the Minneapolis Southwest high school chorus.

All meetings of the clinic will be held in the main ballroom of

Coffman Memorial Union.
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U OF MRECEIVES
NEW CAMPUS SITE

FOR DULUTH BRANCH

Minneapolis, Jan. - Acquisition of a plateau overlooking

Lake Superior as the site of the future campus of the University of Minnesota,

Duluth Branch, was announced Saturday (Jan. 3) by University President J. L. Morrill r

Consisting of ap?roximately 160 acres, the new campus site is a gift

to the University from Regent Richard L. Griggs, prominent Duluth Banker, and a

group of Duluth citizens and business organizations.

The major pcrtion of the 160-acre tract, which is three blocks

northeast of the present six-acre campus of the Duluth Branch, is made up of the

area known as the Nortondale development and constitutes Regent Griggs' gift to

the University.

An additional 45 lots adjacent to the Nortondale development have

been purchased by the citizens' group as a supplement to the land acquired and

presented by Regent Griggs.

Beautifully situated in the heights of East Duluth, the future

campus site ranges from an elevation at its lower level of 450 feet above Lake

Superior to 600 feet above the lake.

General boundaries of the property are Allen avenue on the south,

a line one~half block east of Junction avenue on the west, Buffalo and St. Marie

streets on the north and an extension of Carver avenue ~n the east.

"This significant gift from Regent Griggs and his fellow Duluth

citizens will permit the orderly physical expansion and development of the

University's Duluth campus," President Morrill stated Saturday as he announced

the presentation of the property. "The University and the State of Minnesota are

deeply indebted to these public-spirited donors for their generous and far-sighted

pr~vision of this new campus site for the Duluth Branch."
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HOST TO MINN.

MUSIC TEACHERS

Minneapolis, Jan. - The University of Minnesota will be host January

16 and 17 to the annual clinic of the Minnesota Music Educator's association which

is made up of elementary and secondary school music teachers in Minnesota.

Of special interest to the educators this year will be the

presentation of a new elementary course of study in music rec~mmended for state-

wide adoption by a special c~mmittee ~f Minnesota music educators headed by

Professor Carl Thompson from the Bemidji state teacher's cellere.

Professor Paul Christensen, head of the music department at Concordia

college, Moorhead, will be in charge of a special session dealing with choral

problems and vocal adjudication.

As an added attraction during the two-day clinic, all members of

the Mh~A have been invited to attend the Friday morning rehearsal of the

Minneapnlis Symphony orchestra.

High school music gr~ups which will offer special pr~grams will be

members of the Excelsior high schoel band, the Duluth Central high school

orchestra and the Minneapolis Southwest high school chorus.

All meetings of the clinic will be held in the main ballroom of

Coffman Memorial Union.
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Dorothy Parrish, pianist and student of the great

contemporary composer, Bela Bartok, will be presented in a piano

concert at the University of Minnesota Wednesday (Jan. 7) at 8:30 p.m.

in Scott Hall audit~rium.

Miss Parrish, who graduated with highest honors from

the University of Minnesota, and studied music on an exchange fellowship

at the Franz Liszt aoademy of musio in Budapest, Hungary, will play the

piano works of her former teacher, Bela Bartok, who died in 1945.

Thursday (Jan. 8) at 3 p.m., Miss Parrish will give a

1eoture-reoita1 on the subject llBartok! s Piano Music for Teaohing

Purposes'! •

Both the concert and the 1ecture-reoita1 will be

open to the public without oharge.
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Adelaide Stedman, lecturer on the American public's

current mood, questioning and feeling, will talk on the subject "Current

Reactions to Current Events", at the University of Minnesota's first winter

quarter convocation Thursday (Jan. 8) at 11 a.m. in Northrop Memorial

auditorium.

Former magazine writer and political commentator,

Miss Stedman spends a season each year in Washington, D. C., and every

years goes abroad to feel the pulse of oublic ooinion towards the United

States and its policies. This past summer, she visited Norway, Sweden,

Denmark, France, Holland, SWitzerland, Italy and Greece.

Convocation is open to the public without charge and

will be broadcast over KUOM, University radio station.

##11
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Willard E. Goslin, superintendent of Minneapolis schools,

will talk to teen-agers at 4:15 p.m. Tuesday (Jan. 6) over KUOM, University

of Minnesota radio station, on the subject "Sure I Go to School, But •••••••• II.

Supt. Goslin will point out that among the things

education prepares the teen-ager for is a better American citizenship,

be~ter world citizenship and a more efficient and richer life.

Each Tuesday at 4:15 p.m., KUOM brings some we11

informed person to the microphone to broadcast over its series, "Tcmorr..ltis

Yours", a program designed by the Minnesota School of the Air to stress to

teen-agers their total development of personality with emphasis on

practical living standards for today's world.

###
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Dr. Paul M. Oberg, chairman and professor of the

University of Minnesota Music department, was elected to the graduate

commission of the National Association of Schools of Music at the twenty-

third annual meeting of the association held in Boston last week.

The NASM has a membership of more than 150 of the

leading schools of music, colleges and conservatories in the United

States. Dr. Oberg will serve on the graduate commission for the next

three years.

# # #
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- The Unive~sity of Minnesota sohool

of dentistry in c~operation with the W. K. Kellogg foundation, Battle Creek,

Mich., will offer a one-day-a-week postgraduate course in oral surgery to

practicing dentists of the Northwest.

The course will be held each Thursday beginning this week

(Jan. 8) and continuing through March 11, under the general direction of

Dr. H. B. Clark, Jr., chairman of the division of oral surgery.

Lectures are scheduled on pre-operative examination and

diagnosis, surgical principles as applied to oral surgery, choice and

application of forceps, flap operations, impacted teeth, bleeding,

operative and post-operative, penicillin and sUlfonamides, cysts, fractures

and fees.

Included in the course also will be moving pictures and

actual clinical practice. All sessions will be held in the Medical

Sciences building. Dentists attending will register at the Center for

Continuation Study.

#11#
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11 UtI OBSERVATORY
OPEN HOUSE SET

FRIDAY EVENING

If the weather permits, the University of Minnesota's

~bservatory on the roof of the Physics bUilding will be open t~ star

gazers Friday (Jan. 9) from 7 to 9 p.m., according to Dr. Willem J.

Luyten, chairman of the University's astronomy department.

The observatory also will be open to the public the

evenings of January 23, February 6, February 2~, March 5 and March 12,

if the weather is suitable for use of the University's big telescope,

Dr. LUYten stated.

# # # #
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- A course on the history of World

War II taught by Dr. Harold C. Deutsch, University history professor, will

be presented to the r~dio audience of KUOM, the University's broadcasting

station, at 1 p.m. each Mond~y, Wednesday and Friday during winter and

spring quarters starting today (Jan. 7).

The oourse will be presented as an educational feature of

the Minnesota University of the Air. Dr. Deutsch will lecture from a

University classroom, and listeners may obtain reading guides and study

materials from KUOM upon request.

Lectures in the course will cover the period from the days

immediately following World War I to the present.

The winter quarter lectures will end Wednesday, March 10,

and the spring quarter series will start Monday, March 29 and will

continue through Friday, June 4.
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Kenneth Morrison of Minneapolis, regional representative

of the National Audubon society, will present a public lecture on

"Birds of Some Audubon Refuges" at J p.m. Sunday (Jan. 11) in the

Museum of Natural History at the University of Minnesota.

Morrison also will show a color film made in Texas coast

bird refuges.

The following Sunday (Jan. 18) at J p.m., Mr. Dwight

Minnich, ch~irman of the University's zoology department, will lecture

in the museum on "Famous Bird and Flower Prints".

###
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MODEL OF HUGE NAVY WATER TUNNEL
DESIGNED, BUILT BY U. OF M. ENGINEERS

Minneapolis, Jan. - Recently completed and now

undergoing tests in the st. Anthony Falls Hydraulic laboratory at the

University of Minnesota is a high speed circulating water tunnel, a

one-tenth scale pilot model of a huge test tunnel which the Navy proposes

to develop at its David Taylor Model Basin near Washington, D. C.

Sponsored by the Navy Bureau of Ships through a

$100,000 grant to the University laboratory for studies of the flow

diversion of fluids, design and construction of the pilot model tunnel has

been underway since August 1946.

Dr. Lorenz G. Straub, director of the st. Anthony Falls

laboratory, explained today that a water tunnel is an especially designed

closed conduit system containing a continuously circulating stream of water

forced through the system by an electrically driven Dump.

Experimental water tunnels are used by hydraulic engineers

to study the flow of water around submerged objects such as submarine and

torpedo models very much in the same manner as wind tunnels are used by

aeronautical engineers in the study of air flow past the surfaces of air-

craft, he pointed out. Each water tunnel has a test section constructed of

transparent material in which objects to be tested are placed for

observation.

(More)
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The pilot model tunpel built in the University laboratory

has a test section six inches in diameter and a maximum water speed through

the test section of 50 feet per second or 35 miles per hour.
i

The huge Navy tunnel to be patterned after the St. Anthony

Falls prototype will be unprecedented in the large size of its test section,

five feet in diameter, and in its potential test section water speed of 85

feet per second or 58 miles per hour. In water tunnels of earlier design,

Dr. Straub said, the test sections have been of relatively small diameter.

Plans for the Navy tunnel call for the use of almost 6,000 horsepower to

operate the II-foot diameter pump which will be required to circulate the

water through its conduits.

Models of various types of undersea crafts and missiles

will be tested in the large tunnel when it is completed at the David Taylor

basin. The University's scale model, however, Dr. Straub explained, is

intended primarily for use in predetermining the flow characteristics of the

proposed large tunnel and to provide leads to possible improvement of the-

design which will result in improved flow characteristics. The model als~

will be used, he stateG, to study improvements in the design of existing water

tunnels.

This project, according to Dr. Straub, marks the first time

that a model water tunnel has been built to establish the final controlling

design features on a large test tunnel.

Project leader on the water tunnel studies at the st. Anthony

Falls laboratory is John F. Ripken, assistant professor of hydraulics who is

being assisted by James Holdhusen, research fellow in hydraulics. General

supervision of the project is under Dr. Straub.

# # #



have a community recreation building completed and ready for use by late

University of Minnesota housing project for married veteran students, will

Minneapolis, Jan.
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- Residents of University Village,

next summer if plans now under consideration are carried out.

The Board of Regents of the University have authorized the

erection of a recreation building at the village at a cost of not to

exceed $50,000 and have authorized the preparaticn of plans for such a

bUilding to be located in the village area north of Como avenue.

According to G. Ray Higgins, director of University

student unions and a member of the planning committee working on the project,

a temporary war surplus building will be moved to the selected site to serve

as a recreation center. The building will contain, among other features, a

lounge, a canteen, a cooperative nursery for children of village residents

and recreation rooms, Higgins stated. Grounds around the building probably

will be developed for additional recreational purposes, Higgins added.

"We expect to break ground for the foundation of the

building this coming spring,1I Higgins reported, lland we are hoping to have

the building ready for use la8e in the summer."

Provision of such a recreation center for University Village

residents has been under consideration for almost two years, the union

director explained.
Planning the village recreation project is a committee of

University students and officials.
111111
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ALUMNI INFORMATION

PUBLICITY DIRECTOR: Listed here you will find the names of persons who previously
received degrees from your school who were awarded advanced degrees at commencement
exercises at the University of Minnesota December 18, 1947. The degree indicated in
parentheses is that received from your school with the date it was given. The
degree typed out is the new degree from the University of Minnesota.

~illiam T. Harris, News Editor

Akron, University of---John Frederick Kachmar (B.S.'36) master of science.
Albion College---James Daniel Fryfogle (B.A.'40) master of science in surgery.
Albright College---Emerson Eli Hoppes (B.S.'40) master of science in surgery.
Arkansas, University of---Marion Stark Craig, Jr. (B.S.'42,M.D.'44) master of

. science in proctology.
Ball State Teachers College---Olive Leskow (B.A.'41) master of arts.
Bemidji State Teachers College---Walter C. Schuiling (B.E.'39) master of arts.
Bethany College---Julius Robert Morrow (B.S.'39) master of science in surgery.
Buffalo, University of---Eugene Mark Farber (M.D.'43) master of science in

dermatology and syphilology; Alfonso Anthony Lombardi (M.D.'43) master of
science in medicine; Julius Robert Morrow (M.D.'43) master of science in
surgery.

California, University of---Ivan Donald Baronofsky (B.A.'38) doctor of philosophy
in surgery; Robert Wesley DeVoe (B.A.'40) master of science in obstetrics and
gYnecology; John Arthur Zivnuska (B.S.'38,M.S.'40) doctor of philosophy.

Carleton College---William Vincent Leary (B,A.'33) master of science in medicine;
Mary Elizabeth Mussey (B.A.'34) master of science in obstetrics and gynecology;
Elizabeth Wellington Tautges (B.A.'32) master of arts.

Carnegie Institute of Technology---Cavit Buyukmihci (B.S. '46) master of science.
Charleston, College of---James Keith Palmer (B.S.'40) master of science in urology.
Colgate University---Spencer Kleckner Phillips (B.A.cum laude '35) master of science

in surgery.
Colorado, University of---John Hugh McVicker (M.D.'43) master of science in surgery.
Columbia University---Murray Hunter Brown (B.A.'34) master of science in neurosurgery;

Monf~rd Daniel Custer, Jr. (M.D.'40) master of science in surgery; Alfonso
Anthony Lombardi (B.4.'39) master of science in medicine.

Cornell University---Saul Levinson (B.M.E. '45) master of science in mechanical
engineering; Adeline Lorraine Van Deventer (B,S. '34) master of arts.

Creighton University---Robert \resley DeVoe (M.D.'43) master of science in obstetrics
and gynecology; Robert Joseph Fitzgibbons (B.S.M.'40, M.D,'43) master of science
in surgery; John Dawson Hartigan (B.S.M,'39, M,D.'43) master of science in
medicine; John Walter Rebuck (B.A, magna cum laude '35) doctor of philosophy;
Munro Lawrence Strong (B.S.'33, M.D.'35) master of science in surgery.

Dartmouth College---Gordon Dudley Stokes (B.A.'40) master of science in medicine.
Davidson College---James Allen Dickson (B.S,'37) master of science in surgery.
Denver, University of---John Hugh McVicker (B.S.'37) master of science in surgery.
Detroit, University of---Kenneth Edward tatterell (B.S. '37) master of science in

anesthesiology.
Denison University---Robert Loren Morlan (B.A.'42) master of arts.
Eau Claire State Teachers College---Lilah Marie Melby (B.S.'42) master of arts.
Emory University---Talbert Cooper (M,D.'39) master of science in medicine.
Fisk University---Edward Perry Crump (B.A.'34) master of science.
Florida, University of---Huey Ingles Borders (B.S.'33) Doctor of philosophy.
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PUBLIQITY DIRECTORi Listed here you will find the names Of persons who previously
received degrees from your school who were awarded advanced degrees at oommencement
exercises at the University of Minnesota Dpcember 18, 1947. The degree indicated
in parentheses is that received from your school with the date it was given. The
degree typed out is the new degree from the University of Minnesota.

'William T. Harris, News Editor

George Washington University---Emerson Eli Hoppes (M.D.'43) master ef science in
surgery.

Georgia State College---Julius Hand Gooden (B.S. '46) master of science.
Grinnell College---Gerald Arthur Boyack (B.A.'J9) doctor of philosophy.
Gustavus Adolphus College---Milton Winfield Anderson (B.A.'36) master of soience 1~.

medicine; Albert Einar Conrad Edstrom (B.A.'40) master of arts.
Hahnemann Medical College---William George Kirkland (M.D.'38) master of science in

surgery.
Hamline University---Robert Carlyle Beyer (B.A.summa cum laude '37) doctor of

philosophy; James Burke Lfon (B.A.'J7) master of arts.
Hampton Institute---Lucy Belle Jones (B.S.'44) master of science.
Harvard University---William Alfred Dafoe (M.D.'40) master of science in surgery;

Ernest Macfarlane Hammes (M.D.'41) master of Bcience in neurology and psychiatrj
Frank Turner Kurzweg (B.S.138, M.D.'42) master of soience in surgery;
Karl Adolph Lofgren (M.D.'41) master of science in surgery.

Hendrix College---Marion Stark Craig, Jr. (B.A.'40) master of science in proctology~

Howard University---Alonzo Joseph D.vis (B.S.'3l, M.S.'32) doctor of philosophy.
Illinois, University of---John Earl Estes, Jr.(M.D.'43) master of science in medicine

Gabe Celsor Long (B.S.'37, M.D.'38) master of science in surgery; Edwin Scott
Parker (B.A. with honors '43) master of science; Lucian Vane Rogers (B.S. with
highest honors '40) master of science.

Iowa state Teachers College---Paul Haqden Cedergren (B.A.'36) master of arts in
public administration.

Iowa State College---Donald Edward Jasper (M.S.'44) doctor of philosophy.
Iowa, State University of---George Irving Tice (M.D.'40) master of science in

surgery; Campbell Franklin Watts (B.A.'39, M.D.I43) master of science in
surgery.

Kansas State College---Howard Leon Carnahan (B.S.'42) master of science.
Kansas University---Albert Faulconer, Jr. (B.S.'32, M.D.'J6) master of science in

anesthesiology; Raymond Wilson O'Brien (B.A.'39, M.D.'43) master of science
in medicine ..

Maealester College---Edith Langley Barrett (B.A.'4l) master of arts; James Cosgrove
Harris (B.A.'42) master of business administration; John Marvin Lundblad
(B.A. '28) master of arts; Charles Peterson Marvin (B.A.136) master of science
in surgery; Theodore Roosevelt Salmon (B.A. '30) master of arts.

Maine, University of---Edgar William Dangler (B.S. with distinction '42) master of
science.

Manitoba, University of---Judith Ann Bingham (B.A.f37) master of arts; William Locke
(M.D. '38) master of science in medicine; Charles William Nash (B.S.'42)
master of science.

Marquette University---Ivan Donald Baronofsky (M.D.'43) doctor of philosophy in
surgery; Harry Francis Colfer (M.D.'43) master of science in medicine and
.also the degree -0£ d&etor ,of philosophy in ll1edicine; Cyril Joseph Multhauf'
(B.S.'37, M.D.'4l) master of science in surgery.

II II II
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William T. Harris, News Editor.

Medical College of the State of South Carolina---James Keith Palmer (M.D.'43)
master of science in urology.

Meharry Medical College---Edward Perry Crump (M.D.'41) master of science.
Mercer University---Talbert Cooper (B.A.'3S) master of science in medicine.
Missouri, University of---Gerald Lawrence Hansbro (B,S.'41) mas,er of science in

surgery; Dorothy McClure Merideth (M.A.'38) doctor of philosophy
Montana State University---Harry Francis Colfer (B.A.'40) master of science in

medicine.and doctor of philosophy in medicine.
Moorhead State Teachers College---Arthur Julius Holmaas (B.E.'38) master of arts in

public administration.
Nebraska, University of---Frederick Martin Graham (B.S.'37) master of science in

surgery; Edward E. Rosenbaum (B.S.'38, M.D.'38) master of science in medicine~

North Carolina, University of---Albert Key McAnally (B.A. '36) master of science in
surgery.

North Dakota Agricultural College---Beverly Harrington Hill (B.S.'36) master of art~~

Dolson Willis Hill (B,S.'33) master of arts.
North Dakota, University of---Robert Magwood Fawcett (B.A.'37, B.S.'38) master of

science in medicine.
Northeast Missouri State Teachers College---Dorothy McClure Merideth (B.S.'30)

doctor of philosophy.
Northern State Teachers College (Aberdeen, S.D.)---Helen Jane Monserud (B.S.'45)

master of arts.
Northwestern University---John Hyslop Flinn (M.D.'41) master of science in medicine;

Frederick Martin Graham (M.D. '40) master of science in surgery; Gerald
Lawrence Hansbro (M.D.'43) master of science in surgery; James Joseph Lally
(M.D. '43) master of science in surgery; Ward Carl Meyers (B.S.'36, M.D.'41)
master of science in surgery; Harold Alden Neibling (M.D.'44) master of science
in surgery; Spencer Kleckner Phillips (M.D.'40) master of science in surgery;
Frederick Willard Preston (M.S.'39, M.D.'40) master of science in surgery;
Gordon Dudley Stokes (M.D.'43) master of 'science in medicine.

Oberlin College---Eugene Mark Farber (B.A.'39) master of science in dermatology and
syphilology.

Ohio State University---William Francis Bradley (B.A.'39, M.D. '43) master of science
in medicine.

Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College---John Morris Blair (B.S. with high
distinction '40) doctor of philosophy.

Ontario Agricultural College---Harold Angus McLennan (B.S.A,'37) master of science.
Oxford University---Robert Carlyle Beyer (B,A.139, M.A.'44) doctor of philosophy.
Park College---Harold Alden Neibling (B.A, '40) master of science in surgery.
Pennsylvania, University of---James Allen Dickson (M.D.'41) master of soience in

surgery; Robert Magwood Fawcett (M.D.'40) master of science in medicine;
Alden Nathaniel Goodwin (B.S.'3l) master of arts; John ~llton Thomas (M.D.'40)
master of science in surgery;

Pittsburgh, University of---Howard Milton Rogers (M,D.'35) master of science in
medicine.

Pomona College---Russell Lynn Fisher (B.A. '40) master of science in surgery.
Princeton University---Monford Daniel Custer, Jr. (B.a.'36) master of science in

surgery.
# # JJ
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rUSLICITY D!~CTOR: Listed here you will find the names of persons who previously
received degrees from your school who were awarded advanced degrees at commencement
exercises at the University of Minnesota December 18, 194? The degree indicated
in parentheses is that received from your school with the date it was given. The
degree typed out is the new degree from the University of Minnesota.

William T. Harris, News Editor

Reed College---Laurence Reginald Wyatt (B.A.'43) master of arts.
Rhode Island State College---Joseph Michael Daly (B.S.'44) master of science.
River Falls State Teachers College---Harry Willis Larsen (B.S.'4?) master of arts.
Rochester, University of---Fredrick Blackburn Mears (B.A.'J5,M.D.'J9) master of

science in surgery.
Rockford College---Helen Jean Williams (B.A.'43) master of arts.
Rush Medical College---Albert Key McAnally (M.D.'4l) m~ster of science in surgerYe
Rutgers University---Eugene Victor Schenkman (B.S.'42) master of arts.
St. Catherine, College of---Sister Ada Marie Boehm (B.A.'33) master of arts.
St. Cloud State Teachers College---Melvin LeRoy Hoff (B.S. '44) master of arts.
St. Louis University---John Byron Beare (B.S.'3?, M.D.'39) master of science in

urology; Sophia Mary Ernst (B.S.'41) master of science; Robert Sours Higgin8
(M.D.'43) master of science in obstetrics and gynecology; Joseph Albert Nigro
(M.D.'42) master of science in surgery. .

St. Olaf Colloge---Harold M. Anderson (B.A.cum laude '39) master of arts;
Milton Luther Nesvig (B.A.'3?) master of arts; Frederick Fraas Olness (B.A.'2S)
master of arts; Morton Orville Ouren (B.A.'30) master of arts.

Saskatchewan, University of---Robert Consay Lamb (B.S.A.'41) master of science.
Southern California, University of---Russell LYnn Fisher (M.D.'44) master of science

in surgery.
South Dakota, University of---LeRoy Samuel Lassegard (LL.B. '42) master of arts.
Stanford University---Allen Lindley Bryan (B.A.'40) master of science in surgery;

Ralph Alden Deterling, Jr. (B.A.'38, M.D.'41) doctor of philosophy in surgery.
Stout Institute---Herbert Adolph Anderson (B.S.'44) master of arts; Lewis George

Palmer (B.S.'32) master of arts.
Superior State Teachers College---Gladys Loretta Jensen (B.E.'29) master of arts;

Lyle Alden Maves (B.S. with honors '40) master of arts.
Taylor University---Edith Persons Korpi (B.A.'39) master of arts.
Temple Univcrsity---Allen Lindley Bryan (M.D.'43) master of science in surgery.
Tennessee, University of---Leroy Henning Mayfield (M.D.'39) master of science in

surgery.
Texas,University of--James Clarence Cain (M.D.'3?) master of science in medicine;

William James Connell (B.A.'45) master of arts; Fae Doris Johnson (B.F.A. with
honors '45) master of arts; Clarence Coplyn Pearson (B.A.'34, M.D. 137) master
of science in medicine; John Fulton Thomas (B.A. '36) master of science in
surgery.

Toronto, University of---Gerhard Erich Tauber (B.A.'46) master of arts.
Tri-State College---William Parish Stillman (B.S. in Aoro.E.'43) master of science

in aeronautic~l engineering.
Tulane University---Bradley Claude Brownson (B.S.'34, M.D.'37) master of science in

surgery.
Utah State Agricultural College---Dick Lowery Jackson (B.S.'46) master of arts.
Valley City State Teachers College---Owen Parker Rufsvold (B.A.'3?) master of arts.
Virginia Military Institute---Reverdy Hamlin Jones, Jr. (B.S.'34) master of science

in medicine.
Virginia, University of---Reverdy Hamlin Jones, Jr. (M.D.138) master of science

in medicine.
# # #
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTa
NEWS SERVICE

ALUMNI I~FORMA.TION

PUBtICITY DIRECTOR: Listed here you will find the names of persons who previously
received degrees from your school who were awarded advanced degrees at commencement
exercises at the University of ~innesota December IS, 1947. The degree indicated
in parentheses is that received from your school with the date it was given. The
degree typed out is the new degree from the University of Minnesota.

William T. Harris, News Editor

Washington Missionary College---Eleancr Pauline Rue (B.h.'4l) master of arts.
Washington, State College of----Donald Edward Jasper(B.S.'40, D.V.M.'42) doctor of

philosophy.
Wayne University---James Daniel Fryfogle (M.D.'43) master of science in surgery;

Kenneth Edward Latterell(M.D.'4l) master of science in anesthesiology;
Donald Ray Simmons (B.A.'39, M.D.'43) doctor of philosophy in neurological
surgery.

Western Ontario, University of---Arthur Howard Sussman (M.D.'44) master of scienee~

Western Reserve University---Robert Sours Higgins (B.A. 140) master of science i~

obstetrics and gynecology. .
Winona state Teachers College---John H. Fuhlbruegge (B.E.'35) master of arts;

Carl Vernon Goossen (B.S. '46) master of arts; Raymond Thomas Kenney (B.S.' L:.2)
master of arts; Leslie Albert King (B.S.'42) master of arts.

Wisconsin, University of---John Morris Blair (M.Ph. ' 42) doctor of philosophy;
William Alfred Dafoe (B.A.'3?) master of science in surgery; Barbary Ely
Sanborn (B.A~ with honors 135) master of arts.

Xavier University---Yvonne Hoffmann Barre (B.A. cum laude '35) master of arts.

Yale University---Morison Brigham (B.d. 140) master of arts; Murray Hunter Brovm
(M.D.'3S) master of science in neurosurgery; Ernest Macfarlane Hammes
(B.S.'38) master of science in neurology and psychiatry; Frederick Willard
Preston (B.A.'35) master of science in surgery.

# # #



Minneapolis, Jan.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
JANUARY 9, 194'
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

- The University of Minnesota school of

1

I

social work will be host this year to the annual national meeting of the American

Association of Schools of Social Work which will be held in the Nicollet hotel

Jan. 22, 23 and 24.

The A.A.S.S.W., an association of recognized graduate

professional schools of social work on the North American continent, is now

in its twenty-ninth year and haa an active membership of 47 schools.

Two major services rendered by the association are the

accreditation of graduate professional schools of sooia1 work in the United

states and consultation services to schools with established or contemplated

social work programs.

The association through its conferences also serves as an

agency for the transfer of ideas and examination of pertinent questions of

social work education.

"This conference will be more extensive in scope than any

previous conference, and is likely to attract more people\t, said Dr. John C.

Kidneigh, associate director of the University's school of social work.

\tIn addition to the regular subjects which deal with ~roressiona1

preparation for social work on the graduate level, the educators will also

devote a series of discussions to pre-professional preparation for social work",

Dr. Kidneigh explained.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
JANUARY 9, 194'1>
FOR IMrvEDIA.TE RELEASE

Vela Montoya, individualist of the Spanish dance, will be

featured at the University of Minnesota convocation Thursday (Jan. 15)

at 11 a.m. in Northrop Memorial auditorium.

Particularly noted for her effective use of the castanets,

Miss Montoya presents a program of dances reflecting much ~f the culture of

Spain.

The Spanish dancer makes the many costumes she uses in her

program, which calls for frequent changes to suit the nature and locale

of the dance she portrays. Each dress is authentically fashioned after

one of the historic folk costumes of Spain.

##11
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Minneapolis, Jan.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
JANUARY 9, 194~

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

- Elementary and secondary school

music teachers in Minnesota will attend on Friday and Saturday (Jan. 16, 17)

at the University of Minnesota, the annual clinic of the Minnesota Music

Educator's association.

Heading the discussion list will be the new elementary

course of study in music which is being recommended for state-wide adoption

by a special committee of Minnesota music educators headed by Professor Carl

Thompson from the Bemidji state teacher's college.

A special session dealing with choral problems and vocal

adjudication will also be held, and as an added attraction during the two-day

clinic, all members of the MMEA have been invited to attend the Friday morning

rehearsal of the Minneapolis Symphony orchestra.

All meetings of the clinic will be held in the main

ballroom of Coffman Memorial Union.
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Jl;'TiK~ 9, 1948
F'JR JJl1ifl.[t~DIATE RELEASE

The general extension division of the University of

Minnesota will offer, beginning 7 p.m. Tuesday (Jan~ 13), seventeen ses~ions

ef a home economics refresher course specifically designed to aid home economis~s

in Twin City advertising, milling and business firms. The course will meet

each Tuesday through May 7.

Special emphasis at the two-hour weekly sessions will be

placed on food photography, food demonstration and the writing of editorial

and advertising copy for booklets. Also to be stressed are recipe development,

consumer contact service, merchandising sales and the radio appearance of home

economists.

Directing the course will be well-known home economics and

photography authorities from local firms.

Home economists interested in the course may register at one

of the three general extension offices: Nicholson hall, University main campus,

telephone Main 8177; 500 Robert street, St. Paul, telephone Cedar 6175; 690

Northwestern Bank building, Minneapolis, telephone Main 0624.
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Minneapolis, Jan.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
JANUARY 9, 194~

FOR I MJ\1EDIATE RELEASE

- The ninth annual mining symposium

sponsored by the University of Minnesota Center for Continuation Study and school

of mines &md metallurgy, will be held Tuesday and ~vednesday (Jan. 13, 14) at

Hotel Duluth in Duluth.

General subject of discussion will be "The Competitive

Position of Lake Superior Iron Ore", which will include not only the ava~lable

supplies in the Lake Superior district, but also the technological and economic

factors which have a bearing on the position of Lake Superior ores in the market.

Sessions will start Tuesday at 9:15 a.m. with an introduction

by Thomas L. Joseph, head of the school of mines and metallurgy; J. M. Nolte, dean

of the general extension division, and Normaft W. Johnson, head of the Center for

Continuation Study, all of the University staff.

Faculty for the Symposium, in addition to those named above,

will include Dean E. Alban, chief engineer for Airmite-Mid West, inc., DuQuoin,

Illinois; Leonard C. David, assistant manager for Pickands, Mather and Company,

Duluth; E. M. Fowler, E. I. DuPont de Nemours and Company, Inc., Duluth; Verne D.

Johnston, general engineer for Oglebay, Norton and Company, Cleveland; Franklin G.

Pardee, mining engineer for the geological survey division of the Michigan depart-

ment of conservation, Lansing; Hugh g. Roberts, Duluth consulting geologist;

Mark W. Thomassen, manager of the Ingersoll-Rand company, Duluth; F. D. Vines, sales

representative for the Bucyrus-Erie company, Milwaukee; R. tv. Whitney, general

superintendent for the M. A. Hanna company, Hibbing, and John H. Zimmerman,

manager for the development division of the Linde Air Products company, New York.

1/ 1/ ,
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Minneapolis, Jan.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
JANUARY 12, 1949
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

- The first 1948 meeting

of the Board of Regents of the University of Minnesota will be held

Friday (Jan. 16) at 10 a.m. in the Administration building on the

Minneapolis campus.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

A program of Spanish dances will be presented at the

University of Minnesota convocation Thursday (Jan. 15) at 11 a.m. in

Northrop Memorial auditorium.

Reflecting much of the culture of Spain, Vela Montoya,

individualist of the Spanish dance who is especially noted for her effective

use of the castanets, will make frequent changes of costume to suit the

nature and locale of the dance she portrays.

Convocation will be open to the public without charge.

# # #



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
JANUARY 12, 1948
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Dale Yoder, director of the Industrial Relations

Center at the University of Minnesota, will attend the first annual

meeting of the National Academy of Arbitrators Friday and Saturday

(Jan. 16, 17) in Chicago.

Major purpose of the meeting will be to establish

a national code of ethics for arbitrators of industrial disputes.

Monday and Tuesday (Jan. 12, 13) of this week,

Yoder gave a series of talks at the University of I~wa. His first

two subjects were "Manpower as a National Resource" and "Future of

Manpower Management".

"Current Research in Labor Economics" was the title

of Yoder's final lecture Tuesday, which was given before the Order of

Artus, national honorary economic fraternity.
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Minneapolis, Jan.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
JANUARY 12, 1948
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

- A two-day institute on

supervision for supervisors of instruction, elementary and secondary school

principals, superintendents of schools and faculty members of teachers ~olleges

will be held Thursday and Friday (Jan. 15, 16) at the. University of Minnesota's

Center for Continuation Study.

Purpose of the course is to assist registrants on

supervisory problems. The program will include presentation and discussion

of papers in general assemblies at the Center and clinical observations in

small schools in the Twin City area.

Faculty for the institute will include both University

staff members and specialists serving in supervisory capacities. Among the

latter will be Selmer H. Berg, superintendent of the st. Paul city schools,

who will speak at 9:30 Thursday morning.

# If #



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
JANUARY 13, 1948
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Herbert G. Heneman, Jr., assistant director of the

University of Minnesota Industrial Relations Center, will meet with

ministers of the Congregational conference of Minnesota at Camp

Iduhapi Thursday (Jan. 15) and will lead a discussion on the topic

"Survey of Industrial Relations--the Professional Man's View".

Frank E. Childs, University instructor of economics,

will also attend the conference. He will lead a discussion on

"Economic Fundamentals--Wages, Prices, and Profits",

##/1



Minneapoihis, Jan.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
JANUARY 14, 1948
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

- The financial report of the University

of Minnesota for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, prepared under the

direction of W. T. Middlebrook, vice president for business administration,

was published this week.

Copies of this 299-page report covering in detail the complete

financial operations of the University for the 12-month period are available

upon request.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
JANUARY 15, :J.948
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Dr. Dwight E. Minnich, chairman of the department of zoology at

the University of Minnesota, will present a film-lecture Sunday (Jan. 18) at

3 p.m. in the University's Museum of Natural History auditorium at University

avenue and 17th street, S.E.

Subject of Dr. Minnich's talk will be "Famous Bird and Flower

Prints" •

The natural prints and colored slides of birds and flowers which

will be shown are the private collection of Dr. and Mrs. Minnich. They

are mostly 18th and 19th century engravings and lithographs.

Dr~ Minnich will also give the backgrounds and names of the

artists who made the prints. His lecture will be open to the public

without charge.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
JANUARY 15, 1948
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The general extension division of the University of Minnesota

will offer a short course on analysis and design of light guage sheet steel

buildings Friday and Saturday (Jan. 16, 17) in Room 215 of the University

experimental engineering building.

The course, open to individuals with a degree in civil engineering

or architecture from an approved school or university or the equivalent in

experience and practice, will be held under the direction of Professor

Joseph A. Wise of the University civil engineering department.

Classes are scheduled to meet Friday from 2 p~m~ to 5 p.mo and

7 p.m. to 10 p~m~, and Saturday from 10 a.m. to 12 noon and 1:30 p.m. to

5 p.m"

Anyone interested in the course may register at one of the three

general extension offices: Nicholson hall, University main campus, telephone

Main 8177; 500 Robert street, st. Paul, telephone Cedar 6175; 690 Northwestern

Bank building, Minneapolis, telephone Main 0624.
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Minneap~lis, Jan.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEViS SERVICE

JANUARY 15, 1948
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

- The LaVerne Noyes scholarship, open to

veterans of World War I or their direct descendants, has been awarded t·.,

11 University of Minnesota students, according to George B. Risty, director

of the University's bureau of student loans and scholarships.

Students who will receive their tuition and incidental fees

for the current winter quarter under the scholarship are:

Seniors: Carol E. Peterson, Duluth; Marion McKenzie, Kimball;

Joan Madison, Hills; Carolyn Korbel, St. Paul; Rhoda Hersh, Minneapolis;

Carolyn Colvin, Crosby; Ellen Bolleson, Tyler; Virginia Louise Arne, Dayton, Ohio.

Junior: Janette B. Sanford, Palisade.

Sophomores: Sheldon Lee Anonsen, Minneapolis; Patricia Louise

Berg, St. Paul.

The LaVerne Noyes scholarships are awarded each quarter on the

basis of academic achievement, financial need, character and vocational

promise in the student's field of study.

# # #
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This is the first of a series of articles describing the results
of a survey of college veterans based on the responses received from
interviews with a scientifically selected sample of veterans attend
ing all types of colleges located throughout the country. The study
was planned by a national committee appointed by the American Council
on Education and was made possible by a grant of funds from the
Disabled American Veterans. Dean E. G. Williamson of the University
of Minnesota acted as oha;rman of the committee. Ralph J. Strom,
formerly of the Veterans Administration, was director of the project
and conducted the survey.

Minneftpolis, Jan. - One of the important problems facing the

present Congress is the matter of proposed increases in subsistence payments to

veterans attending educational institutions under the G.I. Bill of Rights and the

Rehabilitation Act.

Veterans allover the country have been requesting increases in the

$65 m~nthly allotment for single students and the $90 per month for mar.ried

veterans so that they may remain in school despite skyrocketing living costs.

A portion of a survey on veterans' education recently completed by

the American Council on Education and financed by the Disabled American Veterans,

was devoted to an investigation of the cost of living of a scientifically selected

and representative cross-section of veterans attending colleges and universities

throughout continental United States.

To determine how much of a differential exists between the $65 and

$90 monthly subsistence payments, and their actual living expenses, each veteran"

contacted in the nationwide poll was asked to make a careful estimate of his average

total monthly expenses while attending school.

Results of the poll indicate that the average total monthly expenses of

single veterans in college is $106.13, while the average for married veteran college

students is $175.38. This means that single students spent $106.13 monthly but

received only $65, a difference of $41.13. Married students spent $175.38 but

received only $90 from The Veterans Admini~tration, a difference of $85.38.
(More)
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r Board and room oosts of the large number of single veteran students

~ who reported paying for their room and board in one lump sum were found to have an

average of $55.19 monthly. However, in the case of single veterans who said they

found it neoessary to eat at places other than where they roomed the average cost

of their meals alone was found to be $51.08 monthly. This amount, in addition to

the average sum of $21.48 which veterans in this group pay for room rent br~ngs the

monthly cost of room and board to $72.56.

Married veteran students, according to the poll, spend an average

amount of $38.96 for rent monthly, while their average outlay for food was found

to be $67.71, adding up to a total of $106.67 for rent and food, ($16.67 more than

the total subsistence allowance).

In order to make ends meet, many veterans work during school terms,

and the wives of a great number of married veterans hold j~bs on either a full~t~e

or part-time basis. Summer vacation jobs are helpful to a large percentage seeking

t. augment their income.

Results of the nationwide study indicated that 36 per cent of college

student veterans work for additional income, 12 per cent up to 10 hours during the
•

week; 14 per cent from 11 to 20 hours; and the remaining 10 per cent more than

20 hours a week.

Despite physical disabilities, one out of four unmarried disabled

student veterans was found to be working to sup~lement his income from the govern-

ment; one out of three married disabled veterans are working, while almost one-half

of the married non-disabled veterans are employed,

Of the more than one-third of the college veterans employed, the

survey showed that 46 per cent earn $10 or less, 33 per cent earn from $11 to $20

and 13 per cent earn from $21 to $30. Earnings of the remaining 8 per cent range

from $31 to _105.

Wives of 56 per cent of the married student veterans are working to

supplement their husbands I incomes, the survey disclosed, 43 per cent on a fu11-

time basis, 9 per cent part-time and 4 per cent intermittently.
(More)
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To help pay their living expenses and in an effort to set aside

additional funds for supplemental financing of their educational costs during the

current school year, six out of 10 veterans worked to some extent during the last

summer months, according to the poll.

Despite the fact that many veterans did outside work last summer,

many were unable to set apide any funds for their scholastic expenses. This was

found to be particularly true of the married veterans, many of whom were unable to

retain any of their summer earnings for school costs after paying their summer

living expenses.

Of the six out of 10 marr~ed veterans who worked last summer, 62 per

cent said they were unable to accumulate any savings, 21 per cent reported they

were able to lay aside t;p to $250 and 17 per cent more than $250.

Many single veterans who worked last summer were in a better position

financially when school opened since 40 per cent TIere able to save up to $250,

while another fourth set aside more than $250. Only one~third of the single

veterans who worked during the summer said they were unable to save any of their

earnings.

In an effort to determine the financial cushion which student

veterans are able to maintain, they were queried in the poll as to their total

personal savings now available for financing their educations.

More t:lan one-third reported in the survey that they have nt"> reserve

savings whatever upon which they can draw to help pay their way through school.

The savings of married student veterans are decidedly less than

those of all student veterans, according to the poll, 40 per cent of this group

having no savings whatsoever. In the case of married disabled veterans attending

eollege, one-half nave no financial reserves to supolement their income.

###
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This is the second of a series of articles desGrib1ng the results of
a survey of college veterans based on the responses received from inter
views with a scientifically selected sample of veterans attending all types
of colleges located throughout the country. The study was planned by a
national committee appointed by the American Council on Edncation and was
made possible by a grant of funds from the Disa~led American Veterans.
Dean E. G. Williamson of the University of Hinnesota acted as chairman of
the committee. Ralph J. Strom, formerly of the. Veterans Administration,
was director of the project and conducted the survey.

Minneapolis, Jan. - The tremendous growth of colleges and univer-

aities in this country since the end of the war through the enrollment of one and

one-quarter million veterans has raised numerous questions as to the adequacy of the

instruction given to our ex-servicemen.

The answers to what the veterans themselves think of the instruction

or teaching to which they have been subjected were learned in the nationwide poll of

student veterans just completed by a committee of the American Council on Education

and financed by the Disabled American Veterans.

Quality of college instruction was rated "average" to "very good" by

89 per cent of the veterans polled, while ? per cent said they considered their

instruction as "inferior" and only 1 per cent branded college teaching as "very

poor". In the survey, 3 per cent had no opinion.

Of the 89 per cent evidently satisfied with the instruction they are

getting, 33 per cent described it as "average", 35 per cent as "good" and 21 per

cent as "very good".

Asked whether they felt that the present day greatly increased en-

rollments had lowered or raised the educational standards of their institutions,

only 24 per cent of the student veterans replied that standards had been lowered.

No appreciable change in standards was reported by 26 per cent, and 43 per cent

stated they felt that educational standards in their institutions actually had been

raised as a result of the enrollment increase.

(More)



Considerable variation was found when the responses of married
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Of those who thought that the standards had been lowered, 31 per

cent said that it was because of crowded classes, and 29 per cent expressed the op-

inion that the large enro~lments resulted in less individual attention. Another 17

per cent asserted that their professors and instructors were not sufficiently quali-

fied to teach, while 7 per cent saw a lowering of standards because of lack of teach-

ing facilities such as laboratory materials, books, etcetera.

Increased competition among students for grades was cited as the

reason primarily responsible for the increase in standards by 37 per cent of the

group which felt that large enrollments had resulted in such an increase. Greater

maturity of students was the reason advanced by a fifth of this group, while anothe~

fifth attributed the higher standards to current higher college entrance requirements

and to raised graduation and class requirements in grades. Other factors cited by

this group as causes included: "more and better professors", 6 per cent; "tougher

courses", 4 per cent; "school tries to get rid of the less fit", 3 per cent; and

"larger selection of new courses'.', 3 per cent.

Six out of every 10 voterans in college, according to the nation-

wide poll, feel that their present day attitude toward their education is different

from that of non-veterans. Twenty-eight per cent said they believe their attitude

to be essentially the same as those students who had not been in service, while 12

per cent had formed no opinion.

When asked why they felt that their attitude is different, 46 per

cent of the responding group stated they believed the difference to be due to the

fact that veterans are more serious than non-veteran students about their work.

Twenty per cent said they thought veterans were more mature in their approach to

college studies, 19 per cent said they had more practical and definite goals than the

non-veteran and another 17 per cent contended that veterans realized more fully the

value of the educational program which they are now undertaking.
'\

I
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and singlet disabled and non-disabled veterans on the question of attitude toward

education were compared.

(M~re)
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Of the married disabled vete~anB, more than 72 per cent replied

that their attitude differs from that of the non-veteran student, ~mile 65 per cent

of the married non-disabled veterans answered in this manner. That their attitude

toward education differs froo that of non-veterans was the opinion of 62 per cent

of the siDale disabled veterans and 57 per cent of the single non-disabled veterans.

Fifty-seven per cent of the married disabled veterans who stated

that their attitude differs from the non-veteran student said it is because they are

more serious about getting an education. Half of the unmarried disabled veterans in

this group agreed with this statBment as did 49 per cent of the married non-disabled

veterans and 42 per cent of the single non-disabled veterans in this group.

Of all of the married veterans who reported a difference in

attitude, 23 per cent credited the difference to their own increased maturity, while

18 per cent of the single veterans in this category offered the same explanation.

Veterans in college, the survey shows, are for the most part

pretty well satisfied with college life, 93 per cent reporting either that they are

well satisfied or that they have "just a few gripes". Only 6 per cent said they

are "fed up".

Of those who reported having "n few fripes" or being "fed up",

43 per cent complained of the inadequacy of courses and instructors, 21 per cent

said that their subsistence pay has been delayed or is too low or complained of a

general lack of finances, 10 per cent reported that classes are too large, 7 per

cent cited bad food and poor facilities, 8 per cent contended that tuition and

living costs are too high, while 5 per cent complained of poor housing facilities.

###
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This is the third of a series of articles describing the results
of a survey of college veterans based on the responses received
from interviews with a scientifically selected sample of veterans
attending all types of colleges located throughout the country.
The study was planned by a national committee appointed by the
American Council on Education and was made possible by a grant
of funds from the Disabled American Veterans. Dean E. G. Williamson
of the University of Minnesota acted as chairman of the committee.
Ralph J. Strom, formerly of the Veterans Administration, was
director of the project and conducted the survey.

Minneapolis, Jan. - The genoral belief that war experiences have

altered the vocational plans and ambitions of the great majority of Amorican

veterans is discounted by the nationwide survey on veterans' education made by the

American Council on Education with the financial backing of Disabled American

Veterans.

Results of the study indicate that more than half (51 per cent) of

the veterans now enrolled in the nation's colleges and universities arc preparing

for the same vocations they planned to enter before they went into the armed

services.

Only 35 per cent, the survey shows, have changed their vocational

plans made before entering military service, while 11 per cent had not chosen

vocations prior to donning uniforms.

The greatest chango in vocational aims was found among the disabled

veteran students, with 46 of the married students in this group and 43 per cent

of the single students enrolled in pr~grams leading to occupational goals different

fX'{)m 'c.hnsQ. they ha.d prior to the war.
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Principal reason advanced for changing vocational choice was "change of

interest". Of the 35 per cent who have changed their plans, one fourth gave this

reason. Other explanations advanced for change of vocational plans included "more

opportunity in second choice", 17 per cent of this group; "more aptitude for second

choice", 13 per cent; "is better paying", 4 per cent; and "too long to prepare for

first choice", 4 per cent.

One tenth of the student veterans who changed their plans, stated that

they had tried the vocation of their original choice, didn't like it and had

switched to another. Only 1 per cent of those who changed said they f~und preparing

for tho first choice 11 too tough".

Once having embarked upon training for a vocation under the G. I. Bill

of Ri~hts or the Rehabilitation program, most student voterans have remained "on

course". Tho study shows that 86 per cent have made no change in vocational plans

since starting training under government benefits. Some 12 per cent reported

having switched vocational plans once since starting training, while only between

1 and 2 per cent said they had changed vocations two or morc times.

Most student veterans feel that the majority of courses they are now

taking are directly related to the vocations for which they are preparing. Accord-

ing to the survey, only 20 per cent do not consider their present college courses

directly related to thc~r chason v0cations&

All :)ut ~ ~8W veter.ans in college are satisfied with the progress they

are making toward thei;- ';rnsen vocations, the study indicates, with 72 per cent

considering their pr')gr'?f!& as a\ier2.go; 21 per cent as oxcollont and only 5 per cent

as unsati~factorYa Two per cant said they didn1t know whether or not fheir progress

is satisfactory~ \

# # #
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From:
AJ,~RICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION

Thru:
UnIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
Jan. 15, 1948
FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, JAN. 22

This is the fourth of a series of articles describing the results of
a survey of college veterans based on the responses received from inter
views with a scientifically selected sample of veterans attending all
types of colleges located throughout the country. The study was planned
by a national committee appointed by the American Council on Education
and was made possible by a grant of funds from the Disabled American
Veterans. Dean E. G. Williamson of the University of ~Unnesota acted as
chairman of the committee. Ralph J. Strom, formerly of the Veterans
Administration, was director of the project and conducted the survey.

Minneapolis, Jan. - With the nation's colleges and universities

staggering under the impact of one and one-quarter million veterans added to thei~

enrollments since the close of the war and with two billion dollars being expended

for the training of veterans for the last fiscal year alone, increased emphasis is

placed on the need for the proper selection of the course of training and the

vocational objective of the student veteran.

What the student veteran thinks of the vocational guidance which he

received from the Veterans Administration and from his college or university was re-

vealed by a nationwide poll taken by the American Council on Education, financed by

the Disabled American Veterans, results'of which have just been released.

Present veterans' legislation requires that all disa~led veterans

must select their vocational objective with counseling assistance of the extensive

advisement facilities of the Veterans Administration. Non-disabled veterans, those

attending school under the provisions of the G. I. Bill of Rights, are offered the

assistance of these facilities but are not required to make use of th~~. Non-

disabled veterans are permitted to select any vocational objective th,y wish.

The nationwide survey of veterans in college indicates that only

about four out of every 10 ar~ ~vailing themselves of the Veterans Administration

vocation~l guidance facilities and that of those who are making use of V~ guidance,

three out of four feel that the guiq~ce they have received has been adeq~ate, While

one in four disagrees.

(More)
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Another phase of vocational guidance is that which student veterans

receive from their colleges and institutions. One-third of the veterans polled said

that they had received adequate vocational guidance from official college counselors

sources at their schools, and 16 per cent stated they had not received adequate

guidance from such sources. One-half of the student veterans included in the survey

said they had not consulted any sources at their institutions.

The colleges and the Veterans Administration were not the only sources

of vocational guidance for these veterans, however. Of those queried, 37 per cent

had received additional help from other sources in the selection of their vocation~

In this latter group, 30 per cent stated that they had received he\:)

from members of their family, while 39 per cent obtained aid from individuals

already in the vocational fi.elds for which they were preparing. Eighteen per cent

received help from friends while 11 per cent had received help from members of their

high school faculty.

Further investigation showed that of those who had received help from

these outside sources, 10 per cent thought that this aid was less valuable than that

received from the college or the V. A., 23 per cent thought it was equally as valuable

while 30 per cent felt that this assistance was more valuable. Thirty-two per cent

of those receiving help from these other sources did not make use of the counseling

facilities of either the Veterans Administration or the college or university which

they were attending.

. Tho disabled veterans, who are required to receive Veterans Adminis-

tration vocational counseling, were askod whether the V. A. had given f~ir consider-

ation to their own wishes in the selection of a vocational objective. Eighty-five

per cent indicated satisfaction in this respect, 4 per cent were dissatisfied while

the remainder had no opinion,

Of this group of disabled veterans, 16 per cent stated that their dis-

ability prevented them from entering vocatlons which they would have liked to enter

while three out of every four said ~hat their disability had not affected their

choice of vocational objectives. ~he remainder had no opinion.
#U#
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Minneapolis, Jan.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
JANUARY 15, 1948
FOR RELEASE 11 A.M. JAN. 16.

- Allotment of a $20,000 research fund to the

University of Minnesota by the Office of Naval Research of the United States Navy

to enable Dr. Ralph o. Nafziger, director of the Minnesota school of journalism's

research division, to investigate work in hitherto unexplored fields of mass

communication, was announced today following approval by the University Board of

Regents •.
The study will seek to determine the factors producing differences

in readership and listenership habits among population groups at various socio-

economic levels. It will also include an intensive study of individual reactions ~o

various types of newspaper stories, pictures, radio programs, magazine articles and

other methods of presenting information.

While the $20,000 Navy contract was signed for a one-year period,

Dr~ Nafziger anticipates that the research program will extend over three years.

The federal allotment was made in recognition of the readership and

public opinion polling studies of the research division, established in January, 1944,

as the first of its kind in an American university. Its work has been paralleled in

the school of journalism by course instruction and research in the fields of media

analysis, mass communication, public opinion and propaganda.

"The role of information channels in peace and war is today an

urgent problem in our national life and in world society, " Dr. Nafziger said in

explaining the interest the Navy has in research into the effect of the media of

mass impression -- particularly the newspaper and radio -- on public attitudes and

mass behavior.
"Such media are recognized instruments of diplomatic and military

strategy and the power of opinion which these media help to stimulate within and

among countries is a force which leaders can no longer ignore,'1 he said.

(More)
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itT. date, the research in this field has barely uncovered the

problems which are offered the investigator~n he added.

A preliminary analysis of readership data already collected by the

research division will be followed by complete surveys of a sizeable panel

representing a cross section of Minnesota population.

The data will then be broken down bysor, age ranges, race,

educational levels, ranges of population centers, occupation and other 80c10-

economic factors, Dr. Nafziger explained, to determine how effective various means

of presenting news and opinion are among such groups.

Case studies will then be made of specific individuals among the

group interviewed, involving tests of attitude, personality, interest, knowledge

and ability. These will determine what in the individual is related to his choice

of reading and listening matter and what is the effect on him of exposure to the

various media.

Out of the study, Dr. Nafziger believes, will come specific

information as to the best ways of reaching differing groups of people with

information from government, and public groups of all kinds.

Aspecir.l rrsoarch steff of I'.n·:ly~fts.,.. sto.t"1stieianS~! interviewers

and tabulators will work with Dr. Nafziger, as well as consultants from the fields

of psychology, anthropology and political science.

The regular research division staff has completed more than 100

fundamental and applied studies on problems of polling, content analysis, reader

interest and consumer attitudes. It has received grants from a number .of sources,

including Minnesota newspapers and other media for the purpose of conducting

special research studies.

# # #



From:
AMERICAN CO'"HCIL ON EDUCATION

Thru:
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
Jan. 15, 1948
FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, JAN. 23

This is the fifth of a series of articles describing the results
of a survey of college veterans based on th~ responses received from
interviews with a scientifically selected sample of veterans attend
ing all types of colleges located throughout the country. The study
was planned by a national committee appointed by the American Council
on Education and was made possible by a grant of funds from tho
Disabled American Veterans. Dean E. G. Williamson of tho University
of Minnesota acted as chairman of the committee. Ralph J. Strom,
formerly of tho Veterans Administration, was director of the project
and conducted the survey.

Minneapolis, Jan. - More than one-half of tho vetorans of World

War II now attending collegos and univorsities take little part in organized student

organizations and activities outside the classroom, according to the results of a

nationwide poll of veterans in collego conducted by the American Council on Education,

and financed by the Disabled American Vetorans.

An additional one-third of the veterans queried in the survey said

they participate in extra-curricular campus activities to an average extent, and

only 7 per cent answered that they take a large part in such activities as veterans'

clubs, student government, professional clubs and like organizations.

When those veterans who take but little part in extra-curricular

activities wore asked why, 63 per cent advanced the reason that they do not have

sufficient time, 20 per cent said they are not interested in such activities, and

7 per cent reported that part-time employment prevents their participation.

Further analysis of the results of tho nationwide poll indicates

that 73 per cent of tho disabled married veterans now enrolled in college work do

not take part in such affairs because of lack of time, while 13 per cent expressed

lack of interest.

In the married non-disabled group, 68 per cent said they lack the

time, and 13 per cent nrc not interestod. Among all tho single veterans contacted

in the poll, 58 per cent gave lack of time as their explanation, while 24 per cent

said they arc not interested.
(Morc)



Of the relatively smell proportion of student veterans who stated

that they take a large part in organized extra-curricular activities on the campus,

27 per cent said they find such activities of great interest, 18 por cent cited

social reasons, 14 per cent stated that they like to be active, and 11 per cent

said they considor such activities a part of college lifo. Only 3 per cent of this

group said they thought such activities would be of help when it comes to getting

n job, and 1 per cent snid they participated on a large soale in order to make

personal contacts for use later on in life.

Informal social and recreational activities aotivities as differen

tiated from organized student activities attract n much greater participation by

veterans in college, according to the survey.

Asked the extent to which they take part in these informal activit~(8)

59 per cent of the student veterans said they participato to an average extent, 21

per cent to a very little extent and 19 por cent replied that they take part in a

"big way ".

.- - 2 ...

As in the case of organized activities, the married student voterans,

both disabled and non-disabled, arc much more restricted in participation in inform

al social and recreational pastimes than are the single students. Minimum parti

cipation in such informal enjoymrnts was reported by 34 per cent of the married

veterans and 16 por cent of the single veterans. Participation in a "big way" was

reported by 11 per cent of the married veterans and 21 per cent of the single

veterans.

###
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
JANUARY 15, 1948
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Minneapolis, Jan~ - With the opening of the winter

quarter, the University of Minnesota inaugurated a program of business teacher

training under the direction of Dr. Ray G. Price who recently joined the staff of

the University's college of education.

Planned to include training at both the undergraduate and

graduate levels, the program combines basic courses in the University's school of

business administration and professional courses in education and business education

in the college of education.

Dr. Price came to the University.trom the University of

Cincinnati where he had been in charge of business teacher training for the last

11 years. Previously, he taught at Indiana State Teachers college, Terry Haute, Ind.,

and in Indiana high schools.

He is vice president of the National Association of Business

Teac~er Training Institutions and treasurer of the National Business Teachers'

association. He is also a member of a committee of the National Association of

Secondary School Principals which is developing an outline for the training of

teachers in consumer education.

Co-author of two textbooks, ItFunctions of Business" and

"Modern Business--Its Principles and Problems lt , Dr. Price has conducted extensive

research and has done much writing in the fields of business and consumer education.

"The University's new program in business education should

help to reduce the present shortage of business teachers which is particularly acute

in this area, tl Dr. Price said today.

11#1
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UlfIVERSITY or MIJfN.ESOTA
lEIS SlRVICK
JAlUARt 16, 1948
FOil IlitlEDIAfE RELEASE

SPECIAL TO THE KIMBA.LL m-coUNTI MESSENGER

liDneapo1ia, Jan. - MariOIl lIoIensle ot liaball,

who la • aenior ill the UniYersit7 Colle.. of the Univerait7 ot

lU.nneeota, haa been awarded the LaYerne lfo,..s aoho1arehip whioh will

P87 her tuition and inoidental tees tor the ourrent w1Dter quarter.

!he soholarship, whioh is open to veteran. ot Worlel

War I or their direct de.oendanta, is awarded each quarter on the

basis ot aoade.io aohleve..nt, finanoial need, oharaoter and

vooational proalse in the student's field of stua,.

III

(The above is a aample of the release sent to:

11 Minnesota newspapers, concerning 7 individuals

~Out-of-state ..
•
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Jalluary 9, 1948

MEMORANDUM

TO: W1111a.m L. bu., Director, Departmellt of Ulliversity Re1atiolls

FROM: George:B. Risty, Director, :Bureau of Student Loans and Scholarships

SUl3JECT: LaVerne Noyes Scholarship Reci'Pients - W11lter Qua.rter, 1948

~Aaonsen, Sheldon Lee

~Re. Virginia Louise
~erg, Patricia Louise
~one-8oD.~El1..en

J.,- Co1vil1, Caro1yJl

t/ Hersh, Rhoda.

~ rorbe1, Carolyn

~a.dison, Joan
~crenzie, Marion
t/'Peterson. Carol E.

~Sanford, Janette B.

1'1' So.

SLA Sr.
SLA. So.
Educ. Sr.
SLA. Sr.

SLA Sr.

Nurs. Sr.

Bus. Ad. Sr.
U. Col. Sr.
SLA Sr.

SIA Jr.

2028 Seabury Avenue, Minneapolis 6,
Mioesota
267 Hunter Avenue, DaytOil 4, Ohio
1145 Argyle, St. Paul 3, MiJUl.esota
Tyler, Minnesota
3D! Maill Street South, Crosby,
Minnesota
2884 Irvi:ag Avene South, Miuea
polis 8, Minnesota
1298 Juliet Avenue, St. Paul 5,
Minnesota
Hills, Millnesota
Box 385, rimball, Minnesota
11 East 3rd Street, Duluth, Minne
sota
R. R. # 2, Palisade, Miu.esota

These scholarships are opell. to veterans of World War I or their direct blood
descendants. The awards cover tuition and incidental fees and are awarded each
quarter in competition on the basis of academic achievement, financial need,
character, and vocational promise in the student's chosen fie1~of study. Appli
cations for spring quarter must be filed Oil. or before March 1, 1948.
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~ UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

NEWS SERVICE
JANUARY 16, 1948
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The Center for Continuation Study of the University

of Minnesota will offer a three-day course in cancer control Monday

through Wednesday (Jan. 19-21) for physicians from Minnesota and

North Dakota.

Facu~ty for the course will include outstanding

staff members of the University medical school and personnel from

the American cancer soc1ety.

All classes for the program will be held at the

center with the except~on of a gastro-intestinal clinic which will be held

in Todd amphitheater, university hospital, and a round table discussion

Tuesday (Jan. 20) at B p.m. which will be held in the Museum of

Natural History auditorium.

###



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
JANUARY 16, 1948
FOR IMMED lATE RELEASE

Melville J. Herskovits, chairman of the department

of Anthropology at Northwestern university, Evanston, Ill., will give

a lecture, on "Patterns of Negro Music; The Background of Jazz", at the

University of Minnesota convocation Thursday (Jan. 22) at 11 a.m. in

Northrop Memorial auditorium. He will play records of examples of

Negro music.

Herskovitz, who is known as an authority on the

Afrioan baokgrounds of the Negro, has made several trips into Africa

and other Negro territories where he has m~de recordings of primitive

music.

Convocation will be open to the public without

charge and will be broadcast over KUOM, University radio station.

#HN



U~IVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
JANUARY 16, 1948
FOR DJD'!EDIATE RELEASE

U. OF MINNESOTA
AUTHORIZES TWO

TYPES OF MEDALS

"Builders of the Name" and the other to outstanding former $tUdents,

of Minnesota Regents of two types of medals, one to be presented to

Minneapolis, Jan. - Authorization by the University

was announced today by President J. L. Morrill.

The Medal to be pre~ent~d to individuals whO have

assisted materially in the building and development of the University

will bear on its face the U~iversity seal and the inscription, "Builder

of the Nam~t, and on the reverse side, the name of the recipi'nt and

date of the award.

The second medal, t. be p~esented t. former students

of the University who have achieved sign$l success in their chosen fields,

will have the same de~ as the first e~cept for the inscription, which

will read "Outstanding Aehievement".

This is the first time in University of Minnesota

history that any such ~dals have been authorized. They may be awarded

at any time during the year, and must be ac~epted in person by the

recipient.

111111



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
JANUARY 19 j 1948
FeR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Dr. Paul M. Oberg, chairman of the department of

music at the University of Minnesota, has been elected an active

member of the American Musicological society, which has as its

objective the advancement of research in various fields of music.

Dr. Oberg, who read a paper at the last annual

meeting of the society on the life and works of Phillipe DeMonte,

was informed of his election by Dr~ E. N. Waters, secretary of the

organization.

###



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
JANUARY 19, 1948
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

WINTER QUARTER
ATTENDANCE AT 'u'

TOTALS 26,065

Minneapolis, Jan. - Winter quarter attendance at the

University of Minnesota totals 26,065 including 15,510 veterans of World

War II enrolled under the provisions of the G.l. Bill of Rights or the

Rehabilitation Act, True E. Pettengill, University recorder, reported Monday.

This marks ~~ attendance decrease of 2,247 from the record
f

college level student population of 28,312 enrolled last October at the

opening of the fall quarter and includes a decline of 1,226 in veteran

attendance.

"Taking into consideration the unusually large fall quarter

graduating class and the marked tapering off in the influx of new veteran

students," Pettengill said Monday, "the decline in attendance from fall to

winter quarter is about normal. The fall to winter decline in University

attendance averages about 6 per cent."

Graduation at the close of the last quarter accounted for a

loss of more than 1,000 students, while new students entering the University

winter quarter totaled 828 including 424 veterans, Pettengill pointed out.

Attendance at the University's Duluth Branch totals 1,360

winter quarter as compared with 1,432 fall quarter. Veteran enrollment at

Duluth is 619 this quarter as compared with 650 last quarter. These figures

are included in the University totals.

(More)
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Winter quarter attendance by colleges and divisions of the

University were reported by Pettengill as follows:

Science, Literature and the Arts •••••.•..•• 7,749

Institute of Technology •.•.•..••.•••••••••4,863

Graduate School and Mayo Foundation•••••.••2,770

Agriculture,Forestry and Home Economics •••• l,788

College of Education•.....••.•...•••.•••..• l,654

General College •••••.....•••....••••••••.•• l,588

School of Business Administration••••..•..• l,477

Law School •............................... 720

Medical School...... • . • • . • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • 478

School of Nursing••••••••••.•••.••••••••••• 361

College of Pharmacy•••••••••••.......•••••• 323

Public Health and Public Health Nursing ••.• 307

School of Dentistry••.••.•••••••..••.•.•••• 247

University College •••••.•.•.••••••..••••••• 150

Medical and X-Ray Technology............... 88

Dental Hygiene............................. 69

Physical and Occupational Therapy......... 49

Veterinary Medicine........................ 24

###



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
JANUARY 19, 1948
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The national meeting of the American Association of

Schools of Social Work, an association of representatives of recognized

graduate professional schools of social work on the North American continent,

will be held in the Nicollet hotel Thursday, Friday and Saturday (Jan. 22, 23

and 24).

With the University of Minnesota school of social work

acting as host to the conference, the educators will devote a series of

discussions to pre-professional preparation for social work in addition to

a series on preparation for social work on the graduate level.

Two major services rendered by the association are the

accreditation of graduate professional schools of social work ~n the United

States and consultation services to schools with established or contemplated

social work programs.

The association through its conferences also serves as

an agency for the transfer of ideas and examination of pertinent questions of

social work education.

###N
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REGISTRATION FOR 'u'
EVENING CLAS SES

TO OPEN MONDAY

Registrat~on for evening classes in the general extension division of

the University of Minnesota for spring semester will begin Monday (January 26), and

classes will open February 9, J. M. Nolte, dean of the general extension division,

announced today.

In addition to offering the working man and the housewife a chance to

further their education during convenient hours, these classes also offer the

veteran such an advantage.

All evening extension classes are approved for veterans who are qualific

for educational benefits under the G.I. bill of rights or the Vocational Rehabilitatio

aot, aocording to Dean Nolte.

The extension division offers a wide range of hobby and special

interest courses plus the more specialized courses for teachers, nurses, engineers,

social workers and other business and professional people.

Hobby classes include lessons in swimming, golf, tennis and home

gardening. Two other hobby courses are "Birds of Minnesota" and II Types and Breeds of

Light Herses".
Courses in commercial drawing, American literature, corporation financ~,

commercial Spanish, problems of democracy, modern film and drama, tool design and

basic mathematics are examples of classes designed to meet special interest and

business and professional needs.

Classes will be held in downtown Minneapolis and St. Paul and on the

University campus.
In order to facilitate registration, the three extension offioes in the

Twin Cities will keep special office hours during the registrati.n period, The
University campus office, Room 57, Nicholson hall, will be open from 8 a,m. to 8:30
p.m. on weekdays and from 8 a.m. to 5 p,m, on Sat~day.

The Minneapolis office at 690 Northwestern bank building and the St,Paul
office at 500 Robert street will also maintain special hours during the registration
period. They will be open from B:30 a,m. t. 8:30 p.m. on weekdays and from 8:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m. on Saturday. Registration after February 7 will be subject to a late
registration fee.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
JANUARY 19, 1948
EQR EEJ#:ASE WED~§DAX,,-JAN!.~

Melville J. Herskovitz, chairman of the department of

anthropology at Northwestern university, Evanston, Ill., will speak on

"Patterns of Negro Musice The Background of Jazzl\, at the University of

Minnesota convocation Thursday (Jan. 22) at 11 a.m. in Northrop Memorial

auditorium.

Known as an authority on the African backgrounds of

the Negro, Herskovitz has made several trips into Africa and other Negro

territories where he has made recordings of primitive music which he will

play for the convocation audience.

Herskovitz will include in his program selections

of lest African melodies, African Cult-songs from Brazil, Haitian Voduh-cult

songs, Trinidad Negro music and Negro secular songs which are sung primarily

in the United States.

Convocation will be open to the public without charge and

will be broadcast over KUOM, University radio station,

# # II
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FOR Hblli;0IATE RF.LEASE

Dr. Lorenz G. Straub, head of the University of

Minnesota's civil engineering department, will attend the annual

meeting of the American Society of Civil Engineers in New York Wednesday

through Friday (Jan. 21-23). He will preside at the hydraulics sessions

at which a number of papers on the propQsed sea-leval Panama Canal will

be presented.

###
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NEWS SERVICE
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Starting Monday (Jan. 26) the University of Minnesota

gallery in Northrop Memorial auditorium will present a comprehensive exhibition

of almost 300 examples of work done by faculty members and students of the

Institute of Design in Chicago.

The exhibition, which will continue through February 25,

will include paintings and sculpture, some of which are in plexiglas, outstanding

photographs and examples of work in architecture, industrial design, furniture

design, advertising, posters and book design.

Works of the late Lazlo Moholy-Nagy, president of the

Institute of Design until his death last year, will be shown in almost all

departments of the exhibition.

Georgy Kepes, author of "The Language of Vision", is

represented by paintings, photographs and projects done for For.tune magazine

and Container Corporation of America.

Two Minnesota artists are also represented in the

exhibition. Richard Koppe, born in st. Paul and winner of a scholarship to

the St. Paul School of Art before coming to the Institute of Design, is

represented by four paintings and three sculptures.

Robert Erickson, native of St. Paul and former high

school supervisor in Fairmont, has a painting in the exhibition.

(More)
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other well-known artists represented in the exhibition

include such people as houses and industrial plant designer Serge Chermayeff

wh. is also president of the Institute of Design, George Fred Keck, designer of

the Solar house and Arthur S. Siegel, former photographer for Life, Time and

Fortune magazines.

The Institute of Design in its teaching methods urges

free experimentation by students and an analysis of the problems involved in

the particular problem concerned. Experiments in the legibility of various

type faces on particular papers are now being carried on in typography classes.

University gallery hours for the exhibition, which is the

first in a series showing work done by staff and students in various art schools

in America to be presented by the gallery, will be from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday

through Friday.

# # #
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A new evening course entitled "Modern Film and Dramall ,

will be offered spring semester by the University of Minnesota general

extension division.( L IU . 6 II } 3 • Fbi 1 _;-.

Kenneth L. Graham, assistant professor of speech, will

instruct the course which will study current films and plays as a social

force and medium of entertainment.

The history of motion pictures, film acting, mechanics

and literary sources of films, cartcons and documentary films are among the

topics which will be discussed in the course. These will be supplemented

wherever possible by class attendance at the University theater and other

theatrical productions.

Classes will meet each Thursday at 8:05 p.m. in Room 19

of Scott hall on the Minneapolis campus beginning February 12 and continuing

through June 3.

Registration for spring semester opens Monday (Jan. 26)

at the three extension offices: 690 Northwestern Bank building, Minneapolis,

500 Robert street, St. Paul, and Room 57 in Nicholson hall on the Minneapolis

campus.

# # #
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MORRILL TO MEET
MINNESOTA 1LUMNI

ON WESTERN TRIP

of the University of Minnesota, will leave Sunday (Jan. 25) on a three-week

Minneapolis, Jan, - Dr. J. L. Morrill, president

trip through the West to meet University alumni and to address meetings of

alumni groups in 10 cities,

Accompanying the University president on the tour will

be Mrs. Morrill, E. B. Pierce, director of alumni relations, and Mrs. Pierce~

They will leave Minneapolis on the Great Northern Empire Builder at 8;30 p.m.

Sunday with Great Falls, Mont., scheduled as the first stop on their

itinerary,

Dr. Morrill will address meetings of Minnesota alumni

in Great Falls, Spokane, Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, Los Angeles,

San Diego, Denver, Kansas City and St. Louis before returning to the

University February 14, just in time for the observation of University of

Minnesota Week which opens the next day.

HHH
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If you like to look at the stars, you can get a

closer look by visiting the University of Minnesota's observatory atop

the Physics building Friday evening (Jan. 23).

Weather permitting, the observatory will be open

to the public from 7 to 9 p.m., and all visitors will be given an

opportunity to use the giant telescope.

###



lIRussian Ballerina", a Soviet film featuring Russia's

tllJ11 FILM SOCIETY
TO SHOW RUSSH.N

BALLET PICTUPJ~

foremost prima ballerina, Ga11na U1anova, will be presented by the

University of Minnesota Film society Wednesday (Jan. 28) at 4 and 8 p.m.

The film will be the first of the

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
JANUARY 21, 1948
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

in Northrop Memorial auditorium.

winter ~uarter series of foreign films to be shown by the society.

Under the direction of Alexander Ivanovsky, IIRussian

Ballerin~l is the first back-stage story of young artists of the Soviet

ballet, interwoven with their romances, struggles and aspiration to achieve

skill and recognition. The picture has English subtitles.

The film introduoes a new ballet star, Maria Redina, and the

Corps de Ballet of the fam.us Kirov Theater of Opera and Ballet of Leningrad.

Together with Vladimir Gardin, veteran Soviet actor who returns to the screen

after a long absence, and Galina Ulanova, the cast includes Olga Zhizneva

and Vladimir Kazanovich.

'lRussian Ba11erinall is one of the first major film

features produced in the recently rebuilt Lenfilm studios in Leningrad.

Five other films have been select.ed by the society for

showing by the Visual Education service during winter quarter at the University.

"Star Without Lighttt , a story of the French motion picture world at the time

when the films had just acq~ired a voice, will be shown February 4.

"Synohromy No. 9", a kinetic composition made on color

film, and" I Live as I Please", an Italian dialogue featuring Ferruccio

Tagliavini who appeared in Minneapolis with the Metropolitan opera company

last spring, will both be presented February 11.
(More)
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The last two filnls ')f ·:~·b'::l wi:ltl3r quarter series will be

shown on February 18. They are "Zero De Conduiteil~ experimental French

film which is a psychological study of life in a boys I boarding school in

which the indirect methods of surrealism absolve the artist from conventional

reticence, and "School for Danger', English documentaryo

Admission to these films may be purchased in Room 3,

Wesbrook hall on the Minneapolis campus, at the Campus club in Coffman Memorial

Union, at the Downtown ticket office in Minneapolis or the Field-Schlick

ticket office in St. Paul.

Either single tickets or a block of four tickets to the

entire series may be purchased. Only single admission tickets, however, will

be sold at the door the night of the showings.

##H
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UNIVERSITY PRESS
CHIEF TO ATTEND

YOUTH MEETINGS

Minneapolis, Jan. - Margaret S. Harding, director

ot the University of Minnesota Press who is on sabbatical leave from the

University until July 1, 1948, will attend the meetings of the National

Commission on Children and Youth Which will be held in Washington, D. C.,

beginning Wednesday (Jan. 28) ..

Mrs. Harding will attend the conference at the

invitation of Katherine Lenroot, chief of the United States Children's

bureau. Dr. Henry F. Helmholz, professor o£ pediatrics at the Mayo

Foundation, Rochester, is the only other Minnesota member of the commission.

While in Washington, Mrs. Harding will stay with

Marion Faegre, former staff-member of the University and co-author of the

book "Ohild Care and Trainin~', published by the University Press and now

in its seventh edition. Mrs. Faegre is now on the staff of the Children's

bureau.

Mrs. Harding is at present in New York City where she

is gathering material for a book on publishing and studying the courses on

publishing offered by New York university.

HIli
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U. OF M. NATURALIST
TO TALK SUNDAY

ON CLIFF DWELLERS·

Donald K. Lewis, audio-visual adviser at the

University of Minnesota's Museum of Natural History, will lecture on

"Mesa Verde National Park and Its Cliff Dwellings" in the museum

auditorium Sunday (Jan. 25) at 3 p.m.

Lewis, who was formerly a naturalist at the Mesa

Verde park in southwestern Colorado, will illustrate his lecture with

colored slides and will exhibit tools, axes, grinders and remnants of

the crops grown by the people who lived in the cliff dwellings about

1,000 years ago. The possessions of these early Americans were found

in the dry dust of their cliff houses.

The lecture will be open to the public without

charge. The museum is at University and Seventeenth Avenues, S. E.

# # #
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Minneapolis, Jan.
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- Students at the University of

Minnesota who receive the highest grades are those who are preparing for a

career as doctors of medicine. This fact was brought out by a study on

scholastic comparisons recently released by Dr. E. G. Williamson, dean of studert?-,

The school of medicine as a group has an honor point

ratio of 1.674. This ratio is arrived at by assigning 3 honor points to each

credit of A, two to each credit of Band 1 to each credit of C. No honor

points are given to a grade of D and one is subtracted for each F.

Following a close second in their grade average is the

school of nursing which has an honor point ratio of 1.~69.

The senior division of the college of science, literature

and the arts and the school of dentistry both tie for third place with a ratio

of 1.603.

Results of the study show an honor point ratio of 1.427

as the all-University average. This figure includes the total average for all

15 colleges in the University.

# # #
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Tw~ Norwegian musicians, Robert Andersen and his wife

Eva Knardahl, who are studying on the University of Minnesota campus as honorary

fellows in music, will present a recital of violin and piano music Saturday

(Jan. 24) at 4:30 p.m. over KUOM, University radio station.

This is the first of a series of radio recitals to be

given by these visiting musicians.

Eva Knardahl made her debut as pianist on the concert stage

in Oslo at the age of five years. Four years later she made her first appearance

as soloist with the Oslo Philharmonic symphony and since then has appeared every

season as soloist with the Oslo and Bergen orchestras.

From the age of 13 years up to the last war, she made

several appearances every year with the Copenhagen Philharmonic orchestra. Most

of her time since the war has been spent in preparing the 24 concerti which are

in her repertoire, together with several solo recitals in Sweden, Denmark and

France.
Andersen studied violin in Oslo, stockholm and London. At

the age of l~, he was given a position as substitute instructor at the Oslo

Conservatory of Music, which resulted in appointment as a full-time member of the

staff one year later. He has been engaged as first violinist in the Oslo Philhar-

monic, chief instructor in violin and ensemble playing at the music academy at

Bergen and conductor of the Bergen municipal orchestra.

In 1942, Andersen was interned in a concentration camp, but

after the deteat of the Germans, he toured Norway, Sweden and Denmark as conductor

of the Grin! string orchestra.

The Andersen's arrived in New York from Oslo in December

and will spend the next six months studying music at the University.
##11
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The University of Minnesota school of dentistry in

cooperation with the W. K. Kellogg foundation, Battle Creek, Mich., will

offer a one-week postgraduate course in orown and bridge work to praoticing

dentists of the Northwest, beginning Monday (Jan. 26) and continuing through

Friday (Jan. 30).

The faculty will be staff-members from the school

of dentistry.

Lectures and demonstrations will include sessions on

dental anatomy, investing and casting, showing the vacuum method,

preliminary examination and diagnosis, making of preparation and construction

of full veneer gold crowns, three-quarter crowns for anterior teeth, the

inlay as an abutment for fixed partial dentures and physical properties and

selection of alloys for fixed partical dentures. Each member of the oourse

will have an opportunity to oonstruct a bridge.

Registration Monday morning will be held at the Center

for Continuation Study with the following sessions to be held in the Medical

Sciences building.

###
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The University of Minnesota convocation at 11 a.m••
Thursday (Jan. 29) in Northrop M~morial auditorium, will feature the men's

glee club from the University's Duluth Branch.

Jackson K. Ehlert, professor of music at the Duluth

Branch, will conduct the group.

The program will be:

1.
Selections from H. M. S. Pinafore

"We Sail the Ocean Blue"
II Gentlemen: Good Morning"

Soloist - James Quigley
II A Maiden Fair to See"

Soloist - Marvin Rowe
"When I Was a Lad"

Soloist - Calvin Welsch
II.

Ave Maria
Lead, Kindly Light

Soloist - Miss Betty Flockhart
May Night
The Shepherds Story
I Wonder As I Wander White
The Creation

III.
A Heart That's Free

Miss Flockhart
IV.

Old Man Noah
Kentucky Babe
Almost Like Being in Love from "Brigadoon"

Arranged by Betty June Carlson
Surrey With the Fringe on Top from "Oklahoma"

Arranged by Gordon Pappas

Gilbert &Sullivan

Arcadelt
Godard

Brahms
Dickinson
Spritual
Rickter

Robyn

Bartholomew
Beibel
Lerner-Loewe

Rogers & Hammerstein

Convocation, open to the public without charge, will be

broadcast over KUOM, University radio station.

# # ,
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First presentation in the University of Minnesota

Film society's winter series ot. foreign films will be "Russian Ballerina",

a behind-the-stage story of young artists of the Soviet Ballet, which will

be shown Wednesday (Jan. 28) at 4 and 8 p.m. in Northrop Memorial auditoriumo

The film introduces a new ballet star, Maria Redina,

and the Corps de Ballet of the Kirov Theatre of Opera and the Ballet of

Leningrad.

Although the dialogue of the picture is in Russian,

English subtitles are provided.

###
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CANCER COURSE
TO OPEN FRIDAY

AT lUI lOR LAYMEN

Minneapolis, Jan. - A continuation course in cancer

for lay persons from Minnesota will be held Friday and Saturday (Jan. 30, 31) at

the University of Minnesota's Center for Continuation Study in cooperation with

the Minnesota division of the American Cancer society.

Tuition of registrants will be paid by the Minnesota

division of the American Cancer society, which also has limited funds available

to reimburse registrants for lodging and transportation while attending the

course.

Staff members from the University's school of medicine

will present lectures on cancer research at the University, the future cancer

detection clinic, breast and stomach cancer gynecologic cancer and rectal and

colon cancer.

Mrs. A. L. Christenson, state commander of the field

army, Minnesota division, will talk on the subject, I1A Pattern of Life ll , and

Mrs. John L. V'ierengo, regional commander of the American Cancer society, will

present a lecture on "Your National Organizatiorr'.

The two-day course will end Saturday with a discussion

of the 1947 cancer campaign and plans for the 1948 campaign.

###
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HOSPITAL COURSE
TO OPEN MONDAY

AT MINNESOTA U

Minneapolis t Jan. - A continuation course in hospital

administration for Northwest hospital administrators and their assistants and those

enrolled in a University course in hospital administration, will be offered next

week (Feb. 2-7) at the University of Minnesota's Center for Continuation Study.

The Minnesota Hospital association and the American College of

Hospital Administrators of Chicago, will cooperate with the University in offering

the course.

The program will be divided into two three-day sections, with James A"

Humilton, professor of hospital administration, in charge of the first period, whi~h

will consist of Q discussion of "Operating Statistical and Acoounting Controll:.

The discussion will begin Monday morning (Feb. 2) and will end Wednesday noon (Feb"L..),

James w. Stephan, associate professor of hospital administration, will

be in charge of the last half of the course which will begin Thursday morning

(Feb. 5) and will end Saturday noon (Feb. 7). The subject for the second period

will be "Standards and Methods of Plant Maintenance".

Special talks on physiological hygiene and supersonics will be given

at luncheons Tuesday (Feb. 3) and Thursday (Feb. 5).

On ~ednesday afternoon (Feb. 4), a general session will be given over

to a consideration of the survey and construction act, from both the State and

national viewpoints.

In addition to Professors Hamilton and Stephan, faculty participating

in the course will include well-known hospital administrators, consultants and

specialists.
Those eligible for the course may register for the first three days,

the last three days or both periods.

/I # .#
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The Men's Glee club of the University of Minnesota,

Duluth Branch, under the leadership of Jackson K. Ehlert, professor of

music, will present a widely varied program at the University convocation

Thursday (Jan. 29) at 11 a.m. in Northrop Memorial ~uditorium.

KUOM, the University's rodio station, will broadcast

the glee club's program from the stage of Northrop auditorium. The

convocation will be open to the public without charge.

###
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NORTHWEST TRAFFIC
ENGINEERS CONFER

AT U. OF MINNESOTA

at the University of Minnesota Center for Continuation study.

those directly concerned with the location, construction, maintenance and

engineering oonference for Northwest engineers, public works offioials and

- A three-day Minnesota trafficMinneapolis, Jan.

operation of the streets and highways, is being held this week (Jan. 26-28)

The course is being presented with the cooperation of

the Minnesota department of highways, the League of Minnesota Municipalities,

the Institute of Traffic Eneineers, New Haven, Conn. and the Yale Bureau of

Hi~hway Traffic, Yale univeksity, New Haven, Conn.

Major objectives of this conference, which will consist

of an intensive study of traffic engineering pro~ems, traffic regulations

and traffic design and planning, will be to pvomote wider acquaintanceship

among those who are interested in traffic engineering, to provide further

opportunity for the exchange of ideas and to establish the foundations for an

effective and cooperative traffic engineering fraternity in Minnesota.

Faculty for the course are the following Minnesota

department of highways personnels Herbert Byson, traffic field engineer;

J. E. P. Darrell, assistant traffic engineer; O. L. Kipp, assistant commissioner

and chief engineer; W. G. Klett, traffic field engineer; E. K. Rykken, acting

manager for the highway planning survey; and Walter Schultz, assistant engineer

of plans and design.

(More)
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Also included on the conference faculty are J. O.

Christianson, professor and superintendent of the University school of

agriculture and direotor of University agricultural short oourses; M. J.

Hoffmann, Minnesota commissioner of highways; Robert S. Holmes, executive

secretary for the Institute of Traffic Engineers; C. C. Ludwig, executive

secretary of the League of Minnesota Municipalities and chief of the

Municipal Refer~nce bureau, University of Minnesota; Theodore Matson,

director of the Yale Bureau of Highway Traffic; J. M. Nolte, dean of the

University of Minnesota Gen~ral extension division; I. S~ Shattuck, planning

and traffic consultant of Wayzata; Ra~ph Sprungman, Minneapolis traffic

engineer; and Egil Wefald; Fergus Falls city engineer.

# # #
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A photographio exhibition entitled II Peiping" , will be

on display at the University of Minnesota gallery in Northrop Memorial

auditorium beginning Monday (Feb. 2) and continuing through February 15.

The exhibition was prepared by the editors of Life magazine.

Based on the photographic essay which appeared in a

reoent issue of Life, "Peiping" includes many pictures which have never

before been published, and which show primarily the architecture of that city.

Peiping, the capitol of China, began its history more

than a thousand years before the birth of Christ, and for centuries, its

palaoes and temples have been many times built, destroyed and rebuilt again.

The exhibition includes 25 panels, eaoh 38 inches by 38

inches. In some instances an entire panel is devoted to a single photograph,

such as the view of the roof tops of the Forbidden City or the Inner Starry

Wicket Gate to the Altar of Heaven.

University gallery hours for the exhibition will be from

10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday.

##1
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A collection of Norwegian pottery will be on display

at the University of Minnesota gallery in Northrop Memorial auditorium,

beginning Monday (Feb. 2) and continuing through February 24.

Approximately 45 items will be included in the

exhibition. These will consist of Norwegian vases, dishes, plates,

bowls and other utilitarian objects. Two Viking ship models, authentic

copies of two in the Oslo publio museum, will also be shown.

University gallery hours for the exhibition will be

from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday.

# # #
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Dr. Wesley E. Peik, dean of the college of education

at the University of Minnesota, will attend the ~est Coast regional

conference of the national commission on teacher education and profeasional

standards Friday and Saturday (Jan. 30,31) at Salt Lake City, Utah.

Among the things to be discussed at the conference

will be the shortage of teachers for the elementary grades and salary

schedules for all teachers.

Dr. Peik, who is chairman of the national commission,

will deliver the concluding address of the conference.

# # #
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LOUISIANA DOCTOR

TO SPEAK AT "U"

Minneapolis, Jan. - Dr. Jerome T. Syverton,

head of the department of microbiology in the University of Louisiana

medical school, will deliver the annual Clarence M. Jackson lecture at

the University of Minnesota Tuesday (Feb. 3) at S p.m. speaking on

"The Mechanisms of Interepidemic Survival of Viruses".

Sponsored by Phi Beta Pi, medical fraternity,

in honor of the late Dr. Jackson, former professor of anatomy at the

University of Minnesota, the lecture will be given in the auditorium

of the University's Museum of Natural History at University avenue

and 17th st., S. E.

###
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FRENCH PICTURE
NEXT ON "U" FILM

SOCIETY PROGRAM

"Star Without Light", a French film starring Edith Piaf,

French chanteuse who recently played in New York, will be presented by the

University of Minnesota Film society Wednesday (Feb. 4) at 4 and 8 p.m. in

Northrop Memorial auditorium. The picture has English subtitles.

"Etoile Sans Lumiere", the French title of the film, is a

movie with a sad ending, the story of a poor girl who tries to become a star and

fails. The film, produced since the last war, tells its story using the atmosphere

of the French motion picture world at the time when the films had just acquired

a voice.

Miss Piaf sings two French songs, "Adieu mon Coeur" and

"Le Chant du Pirate".

Co-starring with Miss Piaf is Yves Montand, who will soen

make his first appearance in a Hollywood film.

Admission to these films may be purchased in Room 3, Wesbrook

hall on the Minneapolis campus, at the Campus club in Coffman Memorial Union,

at the Downtown ticket office in Minneapolis or the Field-Schlick ticket office

in St. Paul.

Either single tickets or a block of four tickets to the

entire series may be purchased. Only single admission tickets, however, will be

sold at the door the night of the showings.

# # #
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SPECIAL TO THE

(The following mailed to:

45 Minnesota newspapers, concerning 40 individuals
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attended a three-day course in cancer control at the University of Minnesota

Center for Continuation Study January 19 - 21.

Faculty for the course included outstanding staff

members of the University medical school who engaged in cancer research,

diagnosis and treatment and personnel from the American Cancer society.

All classes for the program were held at the center

with the exception of a gastro-intestinal clinic in Todd amphitheater,

University hospital, and a round table discussion in the Museum of Natural

History auditori~,

##1



will offer to Northwest doctors of medicine an intensive continuation

Minneapolis, Jan.
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- The University cf Minnesota

course in proctology beginning Monday (Feb. 2) and continuing through

Saturday (Feb. 7).

The course under the direction of Dr. Walter A. Fansler,

clinical assistant professor of surgery, will consist of lectures in the

Center for Continuation Study, and clinics at the Minneapolis General

hospital and the Ft~ Snelling Veterans hospital.

Dr. Harry E. Bacon, head of the department of proctology

at Temple university medical school, Philadelphia, Pa., will be guest

lecturer for the one-week course.

# # #
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NEW SELF-CLEANING HIGHWAY DRAIN

DEVELOPED AT UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

Minneapolis, Feb. - An improved self-cleaning street

drain of the grating type having a capacity 75 to 10C per cent greater than the

present standard inlet has been developed in a research project just completed at

the University of Minnesota's st. Anthony Falls Hydraulic laboratory,

Experiments which resulted in the development of the new

drain were conducted in cooperation with the Minnesota Department of Highways an~

under the general supervision of Dr. Lorenz G. Straub, director of the laboratory,

Project leader on the highway drainage investigation was Curtis L. Larson,

research fellow in hydraulics.

Drains of this type are installed to prevent accumulation

of storm water on state highways in urban and suburban areas, Dr. Straub pointed

out. Similar drains are also used on city streets.

"Because of the increased capacity of the new inlet," Dr.

Straub explained today, "the distance between drains of this type may therefore

be increased accordingly with a considerable saving in road construction costs.

It is estimated that the entire cost of this research will be saved in a few

miles of such highway construction by using the new inlet,"

In the experiments conducted at the University, a model

section of roadway gutter 25 feet long was constructed full-scale and installed

in a 50-foot channel in the laboratory. This channel is pivoted on its support,

permitting the simulated roadway gutter to be tilted at will to any highway grade w

A number of standard and experimental inlets were mounted one by one in the lower

end of this test gutter.

(More)
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Mississippi river water, which is used for experiments

in the laboratory built on an island in the river, was introduced at the

upper end of the test gutter in varying amounts corresponding to different

rainfall intensities. The experiments determined the portion of the flow

intercepted by each of the test inlets.

Since clogging of street drains with leaves, grass, paper

and other materials is an expensive maintenance problem, Dr. Straub stated,

the tests also attempted to measure the ability of each of the inlets to pass

such debris. This characteristic was determined by adding a measured amount

~f leaves to the gutter flow and counting those which lodged on the grate bars

of each drain design tested.

In the new inlet design the grate bars are mounted in the

frame at a 45 degree angle to the line of drainage flow, and each bar is

specially rounded and backsloped on a smooth curve. Because the bars are set

diagonally to the line of flow, debris tends to move along the bars to the

drainage opening in the curb, a factor v!hich makes the inlet practically self-

cleaning.

Slightly smaller than standard types now in use, the new

drain is installed flush with the highway grade, no matter what the slope may

be, thus eliminating the usual traffic bump at the inlet.

# # #
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NEW~' SERVICE
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FOR IMMEDIATE RElEASE

U OF MEXTENSION EVENING
CLASSES INCLUDE VARIETY OF

SUBJECTS: REGISTRATION OPEN

Registration is now open for evening classes in the

general extension division of the University of Minnesota for spring semester.

Registration without penalty of a late fee will continue through February 7.

Classes will begin February 9 and continue through June 4. Courses in a wide

variety of subjects will be available.

One of the new evening courses to be offered this year is of

special interest to social workers, welfare workers and teachers. It is entitledo

"Maturity and Aging", and deals with the personal, physical and psychological

changes in older persons.

In addition to considering the terminal phases of the growth

process, this new course will stress the changes in interest, personality and

learning which comes about with maturity, and will place special emphasis on

creative activities and rehabilitation of older people.

The class in "Maturity and Aging' will meet each Monday at

8:05 p.m. in Room 101, Folwell hall on the Minneapolis campus.

Those who have some knowledge of photography may enroll in a

new evening course, "Applied Photographt', designed to meet the needs of advanced

amateur photographers. .The course will furnish the technical background necessary

for coping with unusual photographic situations and such fields as optics, special

effects, news photography, illustration photography, portraiture, still life and

the application of color to these fields, will be covGred.

"Applied Photography' will meet on both the University campus

and in the St. Paul general extension office at 500 Robert street, with the campus

section meeting each Monday at 6:20 p.m. and the st. Paul section each Wednesday

at 6:20 p.m.
(More)
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Horse enthusiasts will have an opportw\ity to learn about the

origin, history, characteristics and economic and recreational importance of

several breeds of light horses, if they register for the evening course, "Types and

Breeds of Light Houses". This oourse will be taught under the direction of Dr.

A. L. Harvey, associate professor of an1mal and poultry husbandry at the

University's St. Paul campus.

Included in the course for horse enthusiasts, which will meet.

each Tuesday at 8;05 p.m. in the livestock pavilion at the University st. Paul

campus, will be an opportunity to practice judging the various kinds of farm aniuals·

Home gardeners and truck formers can learn more about fruit

and vegetable gardening if they register for the course "Fruit and Vegetable

Gardening" which will be conducted according to the desires of the class with tbo

use of technical terms and commercial practices minimized. Grafting by differen;j

methods will be demonstrated with students being given actual practice in grafting o

The growing of vegetable crops will be discussed as to culture, varieties and

protection from pests.

In fruit growing, emphasis will be placed on planting, pruning,

fertilizing, control of pests and selection of suitable varieties.

The course for home gardeners and truck farmers will meet each

Vednesday evening at 7 p.m. in Room 8, Horticulture building on the St. Paul campus.

Anyone interested in these courses or other evening courses

may register at one of the three extension offices.

In order to facilitate registration, the three extension offices

in the Twin Cities will keep special office hours during the registration period.

The University campus office, Room 57, Nicholson hall, will be open from 8 a.m. te

8:30 p.m. on weekdays and from 8 a,m. to 5 p.m. on Saturdays.

The Minneapolis office at 690 Northwestern Bank building and the

St. Paul office at 500 Robert street will also maintain special hours Monday (Feb.2)

threugh Feb. 14. They will be open from 8;30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. on weekdays and

from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturdays.
###
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Dr. Lorenz G. Straub, head of the University of

Minnesota's civil engineering department, is attending a meeting

of a panel of the Army-Navy Research and Development board in

Washington, D. C., today (Jan. 29). Dr. Straub, who is also

director of the University's St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic laboratory,

•was named acting chairman of the panel on hydrology for the

meeting.

###
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PUBLIC INVITED
TO It Ut' MUSEUM

LECTURE SUNDAY

Donald K. Lewis, audio-visual adviser of the

University of Minnesota's Museum of Natural History, will present

an illustrated public lecture on "Eastern Minnesota Nature Trips"

Sunday (Feb. 1) at 3 p.m. in the museum auditorium.

Lewis will show colored movies of outdoor life in

the sand dune region between Minneapolis and Anoka, in the Lake Pepin

area and on the typical Minnesota prairies southwest of the Twin Cities.

Sunday's program will be one of a series of Sunday

afternoon lectures offered free to the public by the University

museum which is under the direction of Dr. W. J. Breckenridge.

Museum'hours are from 2 to 5 p.m. on Sundays and

holidays, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekdays with the exception of Wednesdays

when the museum is also open from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. The museum is at

University and 17th Avenues, Southeast, on the Minneapolis campus.

##1
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drain of the grating type having a capacity 75 to 10. per oent greater than the

NEW SELF-CLEANING HIGHWAY DRAIN

DEVELOPED AT UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

present standard inlet has bee~ developed in a researoh project just oompleted at

the University of Minnesota's St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic laboratory.

- An improved self-cleaning streetMinneape11s, Feb.

Experim~nts whioh resulted in the development of the new

drain were oonducted in o.operation with the Minnesota Department of Highways and

under the general supervisioh of Dr. Lorenz G. Straub, director of the laboratory.

Project leader on the highw4Y drainage investigation was Curtis L. Larson,

research fellow in hydraulibs.

Drain~ of this type are installed to prevent accumulation

of storm water on state hi~hways in urban and suburban areas, Dr. Straub pointed

out. Similar drains are a~so used on city streets.

"BecaJ1SO of the increased capacity of the new inlet," Dr.

Straub explained today, IIlhe distance between drains of this type may therefore

be inoreased accordingly with a considerable saving in road construction costs.

It is estimated that the entire cost of this research will be saved in a few

miles of such highway cOT.struction by using the new inlet. 1I

In the experiments conducted at the University, a model

section of roadway gutter 25 feet long was constructed full-scale and installed

in a 50-foot channel in·~he laboratory. This channel is pivoted on its suppert,
,

permitting the alMulateq roadway gutter to be tilted at will to any highway grade.

A number of standard an~ experimental inlets were mounted one by one in the lower

end of this test gutter.;
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Mississippi river water, which is used for experiments

in the lab8ratory built on an island in the river, was introduced at the

upper end of the test gutter in varying amounts corresponding to different

rainfall intensities. The experiments determined the portion of the flow

intercepted by each of the test inlets.

Since clogging of street drains with leaves, grass, paper

and other materials is an expensive maintenance problem, Dr. Straub stated,

the tests also attempted to measure the ability of each of the inlets to pass

such debris. This characteristic was determined by adding a measured amount

ef leaves to the gutter flow and counting those which lodged on the grate bars

of each drain design tested.

In the new inlet design the grate bars are mounted in the

frame at a 45 degree angle to the line of drainage flow, and each bar is

specially rounded and backsloped on a smooth curve. Because the bars are set

diagonally to the line of flow, debris tends to move along the bars to the

drainage opening in the curb, a factor which makes the inlet practically self

cleaning.

Slightly smaller than standard types now in use, the new

drain is installed flush with the highway grade, no matter what the slope may

be, thus eliminating the usual traffic bump at the inlet.

# # #
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article appearing in the February issue of the magazine Science Illustrated

SCIENCE ILLUSTR~TED

FEATURES U. OF M.
HYDRAULIC STUDIES

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
JANUARY 28, 1948
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

- Featured in an illustratedMinneapolis, Jan.

is the University of Minnesota's St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic laboratory

built on Hennepin island just below historic st. Anthony falls in the

Mississippi river.

Titled "The Mississippi Runs Indoors---Most Destructive

River Helps Pay Back Its Debt to the Landi!, the article tells of the work

of Dr. Lorenz G. Straub, director of the laboratory, and his associates on

numerous projects involving the flow of water.

"Each year," the article states, Ittests made at this

University of Minnesota laboratory helps save thousands of dollars for

farmers and builders in all parts of the United States.

"At the laboratory, constructed 10 years ago, the river

water is diverted to flow indoors through experimental models of irrigation

ditches, culverts, erosion-control devices and other structures designed for

use in flowing bodies of water.

"With the aid of the huge volumes of water sent into

the laboratory by the Mississippi's swift current, engineers can duplicate

any effect of any river in the world. From work with model rivers, they

learn how man can best control water in motion. 1t

##11
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Dr. Lorenz G. Straub, director of tpe st. Anthony Falls

Illinois Institute of Technology mechanics colloquium in Chicago

Hydraulic laboratory at the University of Minnesota, will address the

Dr. Straub, who is also head of theWednesday evening (Feb. 4).

University's civil engineering department, will speak on "Experimental

Problems in Fluid Flow".
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Dr. C. Gilbert Wrenn, professor of educational

psychol~gy at the University of Minnesota, recently returned from the

Naval ~var college, Newport, R. I., where he lectured on the general topic

of "Personnel Selection and Classification".

Invited to the college as a civilian specialist by

Admiral Raymond A. Spruance, president of the Naval War college, Dr. Wrenn

analyzed the developments in Naval personnel procedures as compared with

developments in personnel procedures in industry and education. He also

outlined the most recent plans of the Navy for the mobilization of

reserve personnel in the event of another war.

##11
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John M. MacKenzie, assistant professor of mechanical

engineering at the University of Minnesota and director of the

University's division of milling engineering, will address a district

meeting of the American Association of Cereal Chemists at 12:15 p.m.

today (Jan. )0) at Hotel Andrews. Professor MacKenzie will speak on

"Education and Research for Flour Milling'l.

# # #
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MINNESOTA UNlVE~SITY STUDENTS
SELECTED FOR SUMMER STUDY

PROJECT· IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Minneapolis, Jan. - Forty University of Minnesota students

have been selected to study in Argentina, Czechoslovakia, England and Germany

for three months this coming summer, Russell M. Cooper, assistant dean for the

juni~r college and chairman of the faculty committee which selected the

students, announced Thursday (Jan. 29),

The students will study under the Student Project for Amity

Among Nations (SPAN), a project begun last year and designed to promote

international understanding and evaluation of world problems.

The seminar members were chosen on the basis of scholarship,

leadership, language facility and background in their chosen fields, Dean Cooper

explained. Nine will go to Argentina, nine to Czechoslovakia, twelve t~ England

and ten to Germany, all under the supervision of University faculty members who

will be chosen in the near future.

Seminar members will seek in the countries visited information

on current problems relating to their own fields of study. They will leave

approximately the middle of June and will arrive back in the United States by

the end of September. They are expected to return to the University next fall

quarter and to be available for speeches and discussions ~n what they saw and

learned.

Undergraduate students chosen are given twelve University

credits, and graduate students who participate in the seminar are given cred~

according to a special arrangement.

(More)
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"These students have a job of interpreting America to other

countries and when they get back, to interpret other countries to Americans,"

said Dean Cooper. "The committee feels these students represent good examples

of Americans and can be a great help in counteracting the Hollywood idea of

America which foreign peoples often have, and in promoting better international

understanding," added Dean Cooper.

He explained that despite the fact the students have been

chosen and the countries selected, there are still details to be worked out.

"For one thing, we have not yet received final clearance from

some of the countries and have not yet received final clearance on transportatior.

he said. "However, we expect both of these angles will be cleared in the near

future, II he added.

Dean Cooper explained the most imp~rtant problem now is to raise

funds necessary to carry cut the project. The goal has been set as $18,000.

This money will be allocated to the students on the basis of financial need.

students selected to go to Argentina are: Barbara Jean Blaylock,

5532 Lyndale S., Mpls.; Margaret Heline Brant, 707 University avenue S.E., Mpls.;

Glen Alvin Hemerick, Madelia, Minn.; Oscar K. Inouya, Santa Maria, Calif.;

Warren Edward Johnson, 3202 Weenonah Place, Mpls.; Barbara A. Kopnick, 3107

Emerson N., Mpls.; Eugene Luebker, 792 Sherw~od Avenue, St. Paul; Alioe Stevens,

3615 Stevens avenue S., Mpls.; and Ines C. Wangaard, 3145 Elliott avenue, Mpls.

In the event of cancellations, alternates are Helen Dorothy Berwald, 681 Aurora,

St. Paul and Marilyn E. Merritt, 5121 Dupont S., Mpls.

Studying in Czechoslovakia will be Guy Thomas Colling, Red Wing,

Minn.; Donald R. Farmer, 202 Russell Av. S., Mpls.; Sylvia Frankel, Latrobe, Pa.;

Hy Hoffman, Fargo, No. Dak.; Anna Mae Idzal, 4105 Vincent 80' Mpls.; Kenneth

George Olson, 457 Ashland, st. Paul; Kathleen Quigley, 610 - 6th st. S.E., Mpls.,

Virginia Riggs, 5409 Third Ave. S., Mpls.; and Sue Timberlake, 64 Groveland

Terrace, Mpls. The alternate named is Claire Thomas, 2706 Glenhurst, St. Louis
Park.

(More)
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Those who will study in England are: Paul S. Anderson, Grand

Rapids, Minn.; Charles H. Benrud, Goodhue, Minn.; Joan Mona Brick, St. Cloud,Minn o

Charles E. Burnham, Jr., Gary, Indiana; Rhoda Hersh, 1121 University Ave. S.E.:

Mpls.; William J. Holbrook, 123 Bedford street S.S., Mpls.; Karol Ann Kaiser,

3935 Bryant Ave.S.,Mpls.; Ivan Kubanis, 3548 Minnehaha Ave., Mpls.; Barbara

Lagerstedt, Montevideo, Minn.; Jesse K. Lair, 911 East 15th St.,Mpls.; Malcolm K
and

MacKenzie, Gaylord, Minn.;/Ruth Wolkerstcrfer, 2045 Goodrich, St. Paul. The

two alternates chosen are Robert W. Barrie, 610 W. Franklin, Mpls., and

Elliot Milton Baron, 1810 Plymouth Ave. No., Mpls.

The ten selected to go to Germany are: Paul Harrison Cashman,

5553 N. Emerson, Mpls.; Jean Cranston, 1137 Xerxes Ave. So, Mpls.; Keith W.

Davidson, st. James, Minn.; John G. Erickson, 4117 Upton Ave. S., Mpls.;

Alfred E. France, 1121 st. Clair Ave., St. Paul; Jay V. Gildner, Austin, Minn.;

Thelma Muesing, New Ulm, Minn.; Patricia Ann Murphy, 1120 Lincoln Ave., st. Paul;

Nettie Frances Neufeld, Cotton, Minn~; and Norman D.Sundberg, Aurora, Nebraska.

Named as alternate for this group is Hal A. Robinson, Hopkins, Minn.

###
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Two University of Minnesota foreign exohange students

will participate in a debate on Chiang Kai-shek at 4 p.m. Tuesday

(Feb. 3) over KUOM, University radio station.

The two students are Raymond Wu, graduate student major-

ing in journalism, and Ling Swan, graduate student majoring in social

work. Moderator will be Bob Burger, University graduate student

majoring in journalism.

Eaoh Tuesday at 4 p.m., KUOM brings foreign students

who are studying on the campus to the miorophone to broadoast over its

series, "Around The Jiorld On Campus ll , a program designed to explain

the differences between foreign countries and the United States.

# fill
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Sheelah Carter, local news analyst and commentator, will

talk about nationalism to teen-agera at 4:15 p.m, Tuesday (Feb. 3)

over KUOM, University of Minnesota radio station.

Miss Carter will have as the title of her talk, "It's The

Best Doggoned Country in The World".

Each Tuesday at 4:15 p.m., KUOM brings some well-informed

person to the microphone to broadcast over its series, "Tomorrow Is

Yours", a program designed by the Minnesota School of the Air to stress

to teen-agers their total development of person~lity with emphasis on

practical living standards for today's world.

# # #
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Captain Michael Fielding, world traveler and radio

commentator, will speak on ftThe Powderkeg of the Middle East" at the

University of Minnesota convocation at 11 a.m. Thursday (Feb. 5) in

Northrop Memorial auditorium~

Captain Fielding, who was born in India and spent a total

of 18 years in that country, served as captain of the sepoy troQps in the

Indian Army in the first World War. Recently, he returned to India as the

official guest of the Indian government and wh1+e there, renewed old

contacts and revisited the scenes of his former life as a soldier-

adventurer.

Considered one of America's leading radio commentators

and authorities on Russia, India and the Middle-East, Captain Fielding

during the past several years, has been featured over Chicago broadcasting

systems and has worked as a journalist for Chicago newspapers.

Convocation, open to the public without eharge, will be

broadcast over KUOM, University radio station.

##11
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CANCER LECTURE
SERIES VHLL START

FRIDAY AT U. OF M.

division of cancer biology in the University of Minnesota's medical school,

at 8:15 p.m. in Northrop Memorial auditorium. His topic ~ill be nrnvestigut1ne

will deliver the first of the 1948 series of Sigma Xf lectures Friday (Feb. 6)

- Dr. John J. Bittner, director of theMinneapolis, Feb.

the Causes of Cancer" •

Sponsored jointly by the Minnesota chapter of Sigma Xi,

scientific research society, and the Minnesota division of the American

Cancer society, the 1948 lecture series, consisting of talks by three outstand-

ing cancer scientist,,., will be on the theme "The Challenge of Cancer".

Second lecturer in the series will be Dr. Claude F. Dixon,

professor of surgery in the Mayo Foundation, Rochester, who will speak on

~Cancer Treatment Today". Dr. Dixon's lecture is scheduled for February 13
'.

at 8:15 p.m. in Northrop auditorium.

C~ncluding the series, Dr. Owen H. Wangensteen, director of the

department of surgery in the University's medical school, will speak in

Northrop auditorium February 20 at 8:15 p.m. on the subject "Cancer Treatment

Today" •

All three of the lectures will be open to the public without

charge.

###
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA VIEEK

STATEWIDE OBSERVANCE PLANNED

of the University and its services t~ the people of Minnesota, will be observed

thr~ughout the state February 15 - 21.

- Proclaimed by Governor Luther W.Minneapolis, Feb.

Youngdahl, the first annual University of Minnesota Week, devoted to recognition

ttl call upon all citizens,lt Governor Youngdahl stated in his

proclamation, "to devote some portion of the week to a consideration of the

University of Minnesota, of the grent benefits it presently bestows upon us,

and of the still greater advantages we shall reap from a continued program

of strong support for the University."

The Minnesota Junior Chamber of Commerce is sponsoring the

first observance of "University of Minnesota Wee~1 with the cooperation of the

University staff, student body and alumni. In cities and towns throughout

Minnesota, local chapters of the Junior Chamber are arranging meetings and

programs at which University benefits to the state will be described.

On the University campusos, open houses are being planned for

the week in many departments, schools and colleges, and open houses for University

students will be offered by several St. Paul and Minneaoolis industrial plants.

A number of divisions of the University are preparing exhibits to be displayed in

downtown store windows in the Twin Cities,

Speeches on many phases of University research and study are

being prepared by University staff members for presentation to audiences

throughout Minnesota during the week.

(More)
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Highlight of "University of Minnesota Week" will be a dinner

Thursday evening, February 19, in the ballroom of Coffman Memorial Union

honoring Fred B. Snyder of Minneapolis, chairman of the Board ~f Regents, for

his many years of service to the University and to the state. Mr. Snyder has

been a Regent of the University since 1912.

In recognition of his contributions to the building and

development of the University, a gold medal, first ever to be awarded by the

University, will be presented to Regent Snyder. Recently authorized by the

Board of Regents, the medal will bear on its face the University seal and the

inscription: "Builder of the Name".

A distinguished alumnus of the University from which he was

graduated in 1881, Regent Snyder, a Minneapolis attorney, has long championed

the University's cause, both as a member of the State Legislature and later as

a Regent.

Commemorating the anniversary of the University's founding in

1851, a special Charter Day convocation will be hold in Northrop Memorial

auditorium at ,11 a.m. February 19. Speaker at the Charter Day convocation will

be Paul G. Hoffman, president of the Studebaker corporation and an outstanding

leader in business, industrial and educational fields. Topic of his address

will be "A Critique of American Capitalism" •

"All of us at the University ,It President J. L. Morrill stated

recently, "look forward to the development of 'University of Minnosota Week' ,

from this year's initial effort to an annual program widely endorsed and

supported by all gr~ups interested in the University, under the energetic

leadership of the Junior Chamber of Commerce".

##11
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA ~EEK

STATEWIDE OBSERVANCE PLANNED

throughout the state February 15 - 21.

of the University and its servioes to the people of Minnesota, will be observed

Youngdahl, the first annual University of Minnesota Week, devoted to recognition

- Proolaimed by Governor Luther W.Minneapolis, Feb.

"I call upon all citizens," Governor Youngdahl stated in his

proclamation, "to devote some portion of the week to a oonsideration of the

University of Minnesota, of the great benefit. it presently bestows upon us,

and of the still greater advantages we shall reap from a continued program

of strong support for the University.1I

The Minnesota Junior Chamber of Commerce is sponsoring the

first observance of "University of Minnesota Wee~' with the cooperation of the

University staff, student body and alumni. In cities and towns throughout

Minnesota, local ehapters of the Junior Chamber are arranging meetings and

programs at which University benefits to the state will be described.

On the University campuses, open houses are being planned for

the week in many departments, schools and colleges, and open houses for University

students will be offered by several St. Paul and Minne~oolis industrial plants.

A number of divisions of the University are preparing exhibits to be displayed in

downtown store windows in the Twin Cities.

Speeches on many phases of University research and study are

being prepared by University staff members for presentation to audiences

throughout Minnesota during the week.

(More)
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Highlight of "University of Minnesota Wee~' will be a dinner

Thursday evening, February 19, in the ballroom of Coffman Memorial Union

honoring Fred B. Snyder of Minneapolis, chairman of the Board ~f Regents, for

his many years of service to the University and to the state. ~~. Snyder has

been a Regent of the University since 1912.

In recognition of his contributions to the building and

development of the University, a gold medal, first ever to be awarded by the

University, will be presented to Regent Snyder. Recently authorized by the

Board of Regents, the medal will bear ~n its face the University seal and the

inscription: "Builder of the Name".

A distinguished alumnus of the University from which he was

graduated in 1881, Regent Snyder, a Minneapolis attorney, has long championed

the University's causo, both as a member of the state Legislature and later as

a Regent.

Commemorating the anniversary of the University's founding in

1851, a special Charter Day convocation will be held in Northrop Memorial

auditorium at 11 a.m. February 19. Speaker at the Charter Day convocation will

be Paul G. H~ffman, president of the Studebaker corporation and an outstanding

leader in business, industrial and educational fields. Topic of his address

will be "A Critique of American Capitalismtt •

"All of us at the University," President J. L. Morrill stated

recently, "look forward to the development of 'University of Minnesota Week',

from this year's initial effort to an annual program widely endorsed and

supported by all gr~ups interested in the University, under the energetic

leadership of the Junior Chamber of Commerce".
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SPECUL 'lO1 QIUG TJWB illS

IUgeapolia - IaolatiOll ot the ... atrdn ot

polioll1'tlltlll 'rirua, ratal 0Dl.7 to all&11 anhlala, wu reported reoentrl7

1»7 Dr. Frank Gollan, allsi.tant proteasor ot J)h7aiolol7 in the UIli.,.rait,

ot .1Ime.otR'a aedioal achool. Dr. Gollan reported that he haa reaoftd

99.94 per cent ot the iJlpurit,les.

Dr. lauric. B. Viaacher, head of the Uninr.lt7 l s ~iolol7

deparlaent, stated that Dr. Gollan I a aocollpliahaent in i80lating an alaost

pure strdn ot polio virus "lIhould make productioll of vaccines against the

dia.a.. e..lert.

"Dr. Gallan's work," Vis.cher asserted, "makes the possibillt,

ot vaocine very much greater than ever. The 1Vork i. one of the steps that

should make the production ot vaccines easier.

• It will allow one to uk. oherdcal .tudies ot virua to help

in procluclDe the vaooine which i. i.possible untU purifioation ill reached.

-However, it ill ent1re17 open to questioll,· he added, ·u to

whether a ooapl.tel, satlstaoto17 ftoc1ne can be produced. At least the

ohanoes are better on the basi. ot what is known about other Yaco1nes.·

Dr. qollan, h1llaelt a polio Yiotua at the age ot three, joined

the Uni..rsit, ot Minnesota lltart in 1946. He ned C••oholilovakia fa 1939.
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CAPTAIN FIELDING,
WORLD TMVELER,

WILL SPEAK AT "un

liThe Powderkeg of the Middle East", will be discussed

by Captain Michael Fielding, world traveler and radio commentator, at the

University of Minnesota convocation at 11 a.m. Thursday (Feb. 5) in

Northrop Memorial auqitorium.

Captain Fielding was born in India and spent a total of

18 years in that country. Recently, he returned to India as the official

guest of the Indian government and while there, renewed old contacts and

revisited the scenes of his former life as a soldier-adventurer. Captain

Fielding is considered one of America's leading radio commentators and

authorities on Russia, India and the Middle-East.

Convocation, open to the public without charge, will be

broadcast over KUOM, University radio station.

###
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The University of Minnesota Film society will present

"Star Without Light", a French picture starring Edith Piaf and Yves

Montand, Wednesday (Feb o 4) at 4 and 8 p.m. in Northrop Memorial auditorium&

Although the dialogue is in French, the film has English subtitles.

Second in the Film society's winter quarter series of

foreign movies, "Star Without Light" will be followed by an Italian

production, "I Live as I Please", which will be shown Wednesday, February ll~

The February 11 presentation also will include "Synchromy Noo 9", a kinetic

composition on color film.

# # #
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..2 Out-ot-state

Minneapolis, Feb.

19Total

SPECIAL TO THE:

recently attended a three-day Minnesota traffic engineering conference at the

University of Minnesota's Center for Continuation Study.

The course was held f~r Northwest engineers, public works

officials and those directly concerned with the location, construction,

maintenance and operation of the streets and highways.

Major objectives of the conference were to promote wider

acquaintanceship among those who are interested in traffic engineering, to

provide further opportunity for the exchange of ideas and to establish the

foundations for an effective and cooperative traffic engineering fraternity

in Minnesota.

The program consisted of an intensive study of traffic

engineering problems, regulations and design and planning.

Cooperation with the University in sponsoring the course was

the Minnesota Department of Highways, the League of Minnesota Municipalities, the

Institute of Traffic Engineers, New Haven, Conn. and the Yale Bureau of Highway

Traffic, Yale university, New Haven, Conn.

11##
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will deliver the third annual William Hodson Memorial lecture at the

Mrs. Meyer, who served as a member of the Truman Commission

national affairs for the Washington (D.C.) Post and New York social worker,

- Mrs. Agnes E. Meyer, writer onMinneapolis, Feb.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MRS. AGNES MEYER
TO LECTURE AT It u"

FRIDAY EVENING

University of Minnesota ~riday (Feb. 6) at 8 p.m. in Nicholson hall auditorium~

on Education, will talk on "Social Horizonslt • She is the wife of Eugene Meyer,

editor and publisher of the Washington Post.

The William Hodson Memorial was established by friends of

the late William Hodson with the purpose of perpetuating his memory through

the promotion of public knowledge and understanding of the field of social work~

Hodson was born in Minneapolis and was graduated from the

University in 1913. His first aim was to be a lawyer. Following graduation

from the University, he spent three years at the Harvard Law school.

After several years both as a lawyer and a welfare worker,

Hodson decided to spend all his time in welfare work. In 1925, he became

director of the Welfare Council in New York and later was appointed commissioner

of welfare for New York City.

Hodson was killed in an airplane crash on January 15, 1943, while

flying to Algeria to undertake an assignment as director of relief in North

Africa for the Office of Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation Operations.

The lecture will be open to the public without charge.

##1
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University.

association. Gertrude Thomas is the dietitian in charge of the program at the

listing of courses apprcved by the executive board of the American Dietetic

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
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FEBRUARY 3, 1948
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

- The dietetic internship at theMinneapolis, Feb.

University of Minnesota Hospitals is included in the recently released 1947

A total of 62 hospital internships, one food clinic internship

and eight administrative internships have met with the standards of the

association and are included in the current list, according to Lucille

Refshauge, educational director of the association.

The dietetic internship offers supervised application of

college training in dietetics. All interns accepted for training are graduates

of accredited colleges or universities with majors in food and nutrition or

institution management. Interns are given training in all aspects of the work

of a dietitian, including administration and supervision of personnel and food

production and service at various cost levels, corrective diets and the filling

of diet prescriptions, as well as instruction of patients and classes of student

nurses, are also an important part of the hospital dietitian's training.

The satisfactory completion of a year's post-graduate training

in such an approved internship, qualifies the student for a position as a

h~spital dietitian anywhere in the country and completes the qualifications for

membership in the American Dietetic association.

11#/1
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"U" FILM SOCIETY
TO SHOW ITALIAN

OPERA PICTURE

"1 Live As I Please", an Italian ti1m featuring Ferruccio

Tag1iavini, opera star who appeared in Minneapolis last spring with the

.Metropolitan Opera company, will be presented by the University ot Minnesota

FilII society Wednesday (Feb. 11) at 4 and 8 p.m. in Northrop Memorial

auditorium.

"Voglio Vivere Cosi" fthe l'talian title), is the story

of a peasant lad who goes to Rome with a letter of introduction to the opera

director and after tragedy and romance, goes on his way to success. Although

the dialogue is in Italian, the film has English subtitles.

Ferruccio Tagliavini, the star of the film, sings famous

arias from "Fedora", "La Favorita" and "LIAmico Fritz".

The program will open with a showing of tlSynchromy No. 9", a

kinetic composition made on color film. The sound was composed by the young

musician Edwin Gerschefski and interrelated rhythmically and in its structural

form to the visual composition by Mary Ellen Bute, designer of kinetic abstraction.

Admission to these films may be purchased in Room J, Wesbrook

hall on the Minneapolis campus, at the Campus club in Coffman Memorial Union,

at the Downtown ticket office in Minneapolis or the Field-Schlick ticket office

in St. Paul.

Either single tickets or a block ot four tickets to the entire

series may be purchased. Only single admission tickets, however, will be sold

at the door the night of the showings.

11111
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PUBLIC INVITE;D TO USE

"U" TELESCOPE FRIDAY

If the sky is reasonably clear Friday evening (Feb. 6),

the University of Minnesota observatory on the roof of the Physics

building will be open to the public. Everyone interested in star-

gazing is invited to visit the observatory between 7 and 81)0 p.m.

for a peek through the big telescope. Staff members of the

astronomy department will be on hand to answer questions and to explain

the operation of the observatory.

##11
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SPECIAL TO THE

(The following sent to:

20 Minnesota newspapers, concerning 13 individuals)

attended an intensive continuation course in proctology offered to

Northwest doctors of medicine and held at the University of Minnesota

February 2 - 7.

The course, under the direction of Dr. Walter A. Fansler,

c1inioal assistant professor of surgery, consisted of lectures in the

Center for Continuation Study, and clinics were held at the Minneapolis

General hospital and the Fort Snelling Veterans hospital.

Dr. Harry E. Bacon, head of the department of prectology

at Temple university medical school, Philadelphia, Pa., was guest

lecturer at the one-week course.

###
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Minneapolis, Feb. - Merle W. Carter, 409 W.CarPenter, Fairfield, la.,

attended a continuation course in hospital administration held at the

University of Minnesota's Center for Continuation StudJ February 2 - 7.

Carter is superintendent of the Jefferson County hospital.

The Minnesota Hospital association and the American College

of Hospital Administrators of Chicago, cooperated with the University in

offering the course.

Among the topics considered during the hospital administration

conferenoe were "Operating Statistical and Accounting Control" and "Standards

and Methods of Plant Maintenanc~'. Special talks on physiological hygiene

and supersonics were presented at two luncheons, and a general session was

given over to a consideration of the survey and construction act, from both

the state and national viewpoints.

Faculty for the course included staff-members of the

University and well-known hospital administrators, consultants and specialists.

##11
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BITTNER TO OPEN
CANCER SERIES

FRIDAY AT U. OF M.

Minneapolis, Feb. Opening the 1948 series of Sigma Xi

lectures at the University of Minnesota, Dr. John J. Bittner, director

of the division of cancer biology in the University's medical school,

will speak on "Investigating the Causes of Cancerll Friday (Feb. 6) at

8 p.m. in Northrop Memorial auditorium.

The lecture series on the theme liThe Challenge of Cancerll

is sponsored jointly by the Minnesota chapter of Sigma Xi, scientific

research society, and the Minnesota division of the American Cancer

society. The series will consist of Dr. Bittner's talk and lectures by

Dr. Claude F. Dixon, professor of surgery in the Mayo Foundation, Rochester,

and Dr. Owen H. Wangensteen, director of the University's department of

surgery.

Dr. Dixson will speak February 13 at 8:15 p.m. on IICancer

Treatment Todat',and Dr. Wangensteen will conclude the series February 20

at 8:15 p.m. speaking on "The Cancer Problem Todayf'.

All three of the lectures will be given in Northrop

Memorial auditorium and will be open to the public without charge.

##11
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Dr. C. Gilbert rrenn, professor of educational

psychology at the University of Minnesot~, will address the faculty

of Gustavus Adolphus college in St. Peter, today (Feb. 5). He will

talk on liThe' The~ry of Testing and Counseling".

##/1
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Visit~rs to the Museum of Natural History at the

University of Minnesota Sunday afternoon (Feb. 8) will hear a lecture by

Harvey L. Gunderson, museum assistant, on "Birds of Utah's Bear River

Marshes" •

The lecture, to be given at J p.m. in the museum

auditorium, will be illustrated by a color movie of the Bear River game

refuge in Utah, considered one of the finest bird-breeding grounds in the

West. The film will show just what a game refuge is and how it is operated.

One of a series of pregrams presented by the museum each

Sunday afternoon during the winter months, Gunderson's lecture will be

open to the public without charge. The following Sunday afternoon (Feb. 15)

Dr. W. J. Breckenridge, director of the museum, will speak on lIManaging Wild

Life in Minnesota".

###
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Children living in the Twin City area who are between the

ages of five and twelve will have an opportunity to enroll in Saturday morning

recreation classes which will be offered beginning next week (Feb. 14) and

continuing through June 5 by the general extension division of the University

of Minnesota.

The recreation classes include rhythm for five, six and seven

year old girls, swimming for girls six to twelve years old and swimming for boy~

between the ages of six and twelve.

Special attention will be given in the rhythm courses to free

imaginative response, to rhythm fundamentals and music and the making of

original dance patterns. The swimming classes will be divided into beginning,

intermediate and advanced groups, depending upon the amount of previous experience

in the water.

All the recreation classes will be held on the Minneapomis

campus. Anyone interested may register at one of the three extension offices.

In order to facilitate registration, the three extension

offices in the Twin Cities will keep special office hours up to February 7. The

University campus office, Room 57, Nicholson hall, will be open from 8 a.m. to

8:30 p.m. on weekdays and from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturdays.

The Minneapolis office at 690 Northwestern Bank building and the

st. Paul office at 500 Robert Street will also maintain special hours Monday (Feb.2)

through Feb. 14. They will be open from 8:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. on weekdays and

from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturdays.

##/1
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FACULTY DANCING
CLUB WILL STAGE

LEAP YEAR DANCE

Women members of the University of Minnesota faculty dancing club

will stage a Leap Year dance Wednesday evening (Feb. 11) in the main ballroom of

Coffman Memorial Union.

The dance will be run entirely by women with Mrs. Tracy F. Tyler

handling the presidential responsibilities, Mrs. Edward S. Loye sending out notices

and keeping track of the finances, Mrs. Ralph A. Piper arranging the music, Mrs.

William S. Howell in charge of refreshments and Mrs. Alfred O. C. Nier handling

arrangements.
A complete reversal of precedent will take place when a lady instead of

a man will "call" the traditional 1t Circle Two step" dance. Ordinarily the printed

dance pregrams are filled out by the male members of the club, but this time the

women will choose their dancing partners.

Members of the executive committee of the club censist ~f the following

profess~rs and their wives: Bryce L. Crawford, Jr., professor of physical chemistry;

Col. Richard A. Ericson, professor of military science and tactics; William S. Howell,

assistant professor of speech; Millard H. La Joy, associate professor of the engineer

ing experiment station; Edward S. Loye, associate professor of mathematics and

mechanics; Alfred o. C. Nier, professor of physics; Edmund A. Nightingale, associate

professor of economics and transportation; Robert A. Phillips, instructor in

horticulture; Ralph 4. Piper, associate professor of physical education and athletics;

Clayton O. Rost, professor and chief of soils and Tracy F. Tyler, associate

professor of education.

1##
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EXTENSION COURSE
IN "FROZEN FOODS"

OFFERED BY U. OF M.

Home gardeners and owners of home freezer units as well as

commercial plant owners who live in the Twin City area are invited to enroll

in a course called "Frozen Foods", which will be offered by the general

extension division of the University of Minnesota.

The class will meet each Tuesday at 6:20 p.m. in the

Physics building on the Minneapolis campus beginning next week (Feb. 10) and

continuing through June 1.

Proper methods of preparing and freezing foods and practical

demonstrations in the use of equipment will be included in the class meetings~
1

Special emphasis will be placed on the freezing of home garden vegetables and

fruits.

In order to facilitate registration, the three extension

offices in the Twin Cities will keep special office hours through Saturday (Feb v 7\.

University campus office, Room 57, Nicholson hall, will be open from 8 a.m. to

8230 p.m. on weekdays and from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays.

The Minneapolis office at 690 Northwestern Bank bUilding and

the St. Paul office at 500 Robert street also will maintain special hours

through Feb. 14. They will be open from 8:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. on weekdays

and from 8:30 a.m, to 5 p.m. on Saturdays.

# # #
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Carl L. Nordly, professor of physical education and

athletics at the University of Minnesota, will attend a meeting of the

steering committee on the national conference on professional preparation

in health education, physical education and recreation Saturday and

Sunday (Feb. 7, 8) in Washington, D. C.

# # /I
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Dean Richard L. Kozelka of the University of Minnesota's

school of business administration will address a dinner meeting of the

Minnesota Junior Chamber of Commerce, Region 4, at Fergus Falls

He will speak on "Eeonomic ConditionsTuesday (Feb. 10) at 6:30 p.m.

in 1948".

##IJ
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Dr. Carl W. Strom, United States foreign service officer,

will discuss "What the Foreign Service Is and Does" at classes of political

science and international relations at the University of Minnesota Tuesday

(Feb. 10).

Dr. Strom, a former resident of Minneapolis, is assistant

chief of the division of foreign service planning in Washington, having been

called back for duty with the Department of State after serving at four posts

in North America and Europe.

A native of Albert Lea, Dr. Strom received his bachelor's

degree from Luther oollege in 1919, his maeter's degree from the University of

Iewa in 1924 and his doctor's degree from the University of Illinois in 1931.

From 1924 to 1927, he was a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford university, England.

After teaching first at Luther college and later at the

Universities of Iowa and Illinois, Dr. Strom in 1935 joined the foreign service

a8 vice consul and secretary in the diplomatic service. His posts included

Vanoouver, Zurich, Mexico City and Acapulco de Juarez.

After being appointed consul and second seoretary at Mexico

City in June, 1945, Dr. Strom was returned to the Department of State for duty

in November of that year. Recently he was promoted to oonsul general and

expects to leave for his former post in Mexico City in that capacity in March.

###
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Memorial Union with the afternoon sessions in the museum auditorium.

noon sessions will be held in the auditorium of the Museum of Natural HistorYe

with possible implications, municipal bonds, public relations and anti-inflation~rr

- The ninth annual Minnesota Bankers'Minneapolis, Feb.

Among the topics to be discussed at the conference are inflati01; D.:1C

the country banker, trends in deposits and earning assets, forecast of interest ~'ete~

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
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conference will be held at the University of Minnesota Thursday and Friday (Feb.12,

Morning sessions Friday (Feb. 13) will be held in the main ballroom of Coffman

STATE BANKERS I

CONFERENCE AT "un
TO START THURSDAY

Bankers' association and the Minnesota state banking department.

After registration at 8 a.m. Thursday (Feb. 12) morning and aft8r·-

13). Cooperating with the University in sponsoring the conference are the MinnesotL

programs.
Home mortgages, livestock leans, chattel mortgages, consumer credit,

personnel and tax exempt reserve will be the topics discussed at a panel discussio~

from 3 to 4:20 p.m. Friday.

At 6:15 p.m. Firday, a dinner will be held in the junior ballroom

of the Union. The speaker has not yet been announced.

Comprising the faculty for the course are: F. A. Amundson,

commissioner of banks for the State of Minnesota, St. PaUl; John Carlander, pres~dent

of the Minnesota Bankers' association and president of the State Bank of Faribault;

Walter B. Garver, agricultural economist of the Federal Reserve bank of Chicago;

Carroll Gunderson, deputy manager of the American Bankers' association; O. B. Jesness

chief of the division of agricultural economics at the University; Robert Lindquist,

president of the Financial Advertisers' association; Frank Powers, treasurer of the

American Bankers' association and president of the Kanabec State Bank of Mora;

Charles Preston, certified public accountant at the Charles H. Preston and company,

accountants and auditors, Minneapolis.
# # #
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"BUSINESS SCHOOL
DAY" AT U. OF M.

SET WEDNESDAY

Minneapolis, Feb. - "Business School Day", the annual

celebration of the University of Minnesota's school of business administration,

will be observed Wednesday (Feb. 11).

The day's activities will begin with a panel discussion by

Arthur R. Upgren, professor of economics and Herbert McClosky, assistant professe:::-

of political science, from 2:30 to 3:45 p.m. in the Coffman Memorial Union ball-

room. Upgren and McClosky will discuss "How To Control Inflatio~', and J. W&rren

Stehman, professor of economics and finance, will act as moderator.

Following the panel discussion will be a coffee hour for

business school students, faculty and guests from 4 to 5 p.m. in the main

ballroom.

Guest speaker at the annual banquet at 6:15 p.m. in the junior

ballroom of Coffman Union, will be Howard Chase, vice president of General Foods,

Inc., New York. His topic will be "The Human Relations Problems of Business".

The final whirl for the business school group and guests

will be a dance in the Coffman Union junior ballroom from 9:15 p.m. to midnight o

A feature of the dance will be the selection of "Miss Perfect Secretary". She

will be a student enrolled either in pre-business or in the business school.

Bob Eberly, well-known singer currently appearing in Minneapolis and former singer

with Jimmy Dorsey's band, will act as one of the judges in the queen contest.

##11
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Human relations and oivil liberties will be disoussed in a

new evening course, "To Secure These Rights", whioh will be offered by the

general extension division of the University of Minnesota. Helen Parker

Mudgett, assistant professor of intercultural relations, will teach the

course.

The class will meet each Thursday at 8:05 p.m. in 107

Nicholson hall on the Minneapolis campus beginning next week (Feb. 12)

and continuing for 10 sessions.

The class meetings will be devoted to examining the

origin and scope of civil liberties, and special attention will be given

to the report of the President's Committee on Civil Rights.

Anyone interested may register at one of the three general

extension offices: University office, Room 57, Nicholson hall; 690

Northwestern Bank bUilding, Minneapolis; 500 Robert street, st. Paul.

##/1
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Minneapolis, Feb. - An institute in modern dance for North-

west students and teachers of modern dance, will be held Friday and Saturday

(Feb. 13, 14) at the University of Minnesota Center for Continuation Study in c~"

operation with the University department of physical education for women.

The purposes of the institute are to meet the needs of students

and teachers who desire experience and knowledge of the .latest developments in t:",e

field of modern dance, to present adaptable approaches to dance techniques ann

dance compositioh, to present an opportunity for discussion of common problems i~

the teaching of modern dance and to bring about better practices and understanci:,;

of modern dance throughout the state.

Martha Hill, outstanding teacher of modern dance and at presen';;'

serving as assistant professor in the school of education at New York university

cussion instruments, elementary composition and advanced composition.

and advisor to their graduate curriculum for students majoring in dance, will attE''1 i '.

Louise Kloepper,assistant professor of physical education and

She will hold sessions on the use of music, recordings and per-the conference.

instructor in dance at the University of Visconsin, will also attend the conference

and will lead a session on advanced dance techniquest.

Emphasis will be placed on active participation in the program by

the registrants.
Sessions will be held in the Center for Continuation Study, Murphy

hall auditorium and in Norris gYmnasium for women, all on the Minneapolis campus.

Serving on the faculty, in addition to Miss Hill and Miss

Kloepper, will be: Esther Haveson Bank, teacher of dance, Minneapolis; Theresa Ann

Bell,and Else H. Bockstruck, instructors of physical education, University of Minn
e~ota; Nancy Hauser, instructor of dance, Macalester college; Dorothy Falk Mansfield:
instructor of physical education, Central high school, Minneapolis and Walter Quirt,
professor of fine arts at the University of Minnesota.

# # #
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George Grim, looal oolumnist and radio oommentator,

will talk on the subject, "Styles in Patriots Change", at 4:15 p.m.

Tuesday (Feb. 10) over KUOM, University of Minnesota radio station.

Eaoh Tuesday at 4:15 p.m., KUOM brings some well-informed

person to the miorophone to broadoast over its series, "Tomorrow Is Yours'~.?

a program designed by the Minnesota School of the Air to stress to teen-

agers their total development of personality with emphasis on practical

living standards for todays's world.

# # #
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"The Future of I~dia" will be discussed by a group of

University of Minnesota foreign exchange students from India and

Pakistan at 4 p.m. Tuesday (Feb. 10) over KUOM, University radio

station.

Moderator wil~ be Bob Burger, University graduate student

majoring in journalism.

Each Tuesday at 4 p.m., KUOM brings foreign students who

are studying on the campus to the microphone to broadcast over its

series, "Around The World On Campus", a program designed to explain

the differences between foreign countries and the United states.

HUH
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MAYO SURGEON
TO SPEAK FRIDAY

AT (I ijil ON CANCER

Minneapolis, Feb. - Dr. Claude F. Dixon, professor of

surgery in the Mayo Foundation and head of a section in surgery in the Mayo

clinic, Rochester, will deliver the second of the 1948 Sigma Xi lectures at

the University of Minnesota Friday (Feb. 13) speaking on "Cancer Treatment

Todayn. He will speak in Northrop Memorial auditorium at 8:15 p.m.

Dr. Dixon is a fellow of the American College of Surgeons and

a member of the American Medical association, the Minnesota Surgical society,

the Western Surgical association, the American Association for the Study of

Goiter, the Southern Minnesota Medical association, the Alumni Association

of the Mayo Foundation and Sigma Xi. He is the author of some 200 articles,

most of which df.al with diseases of the colon and goitero

Based on the theme liThe Challenge of Cancerll , the 1948

Sigma Xi series is sponsored jointly by the Minnesota chapter of Sigma Xl,

scientific research society, and the Minnesota division of the American Cancer

society. The lectures are open to the public without charge o

Dr. Owen H. Wangensteen, director of the University's depart:'1 f,nt

of surgery, will conclude the series with a lecture on "The Cancer Problem TO~Lf'

which he will present February 20 at 8:15 p.m. in Northrop auditorium.

###



conferences f~r classroom teachers, school counselors and administrators, will be

held Monday (Feb. 16) at the junior high school auditorium in Rochester.

Minneapolis, Feb.
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The first in a series of guidance

These conferences are the result of a survey on guidance

practices in Minnesota high schools conducted last year by two University of

Minnesota professors.

Planning gUidance services for students in the average size high

school will be emphasized at the Rochester conference through talks in general

sessions and group committee discussions.

Dr. C. Gilbert Vrenn, professor of educational psychology at -:>1,

University of Minnesota, and Dr. Willis E. Dugan, associate professor and direc·.o.;:<

of student personnel at the University, conductors of the initial survey, will sp"-',l)r

at the morning sessions. They will talk on "What Guidance I~I, and "The SpeciflG8 Df

Guidance".
Guy O. Tollerud, state supervisor of the occ~pational informati0D

and guidance service, state department of education, will c1os,e the morning sessi~~f

with his talk on, "What Assistance May Be Expected From the StEj,te Office of

Occupational Information and Guidance".

In the afternoon meetings, work-shop discussion groups composed of

elementary and high school teachers and counselors will discu~~ and recommend spe~ific

guidance practices.
At a special session headed by Leslie J. G~stafson, superintondent

of schools at Owatonna, school administrators will plan in-service training methods

in guidance for teachers.

T. R. Ehrhorn, Rochester senior high school principal, is general

chairman of the conference which is sponsored by the Minnesota association of

secondary school principals, Minnesota council of school oxecutives, state departmont

of education and the University of Minnesota.
###
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SPECIAL TO THE

(The following mailed to:

68 Minnesota newspapers, concerning 59 individuals

~Out-of-state

Total 72

"
It

It

It

-L
61

"
" )

recently attended a continuation course in cancer for 1a7

persons which was held at the University of Minnesota's Center for

Continuation Study in cooperation with the Minnesota division of the

American Cancer society.

Outstanding staff members from the University's school of

medicine presented lectures on cancer research at the University, the

future cancer detection clinic, breast and stomach cancer, gynecologic

cancer and rectal and oolon cancer.

Mrs. A. L. Christenson, state commander of the field army,

Minnesota division, talked on the subject, "A Pattern of Life", and

Mrs. J.hn L. Wierengo, regional commander of the American Cancer society,

presented a lecture on "Your National Organization".

The two-day course ended with a discussion of the 1947

cancer campaign and plans for the 1948 campaign.

###
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FRED B. SNYDER
TO BE HONORED

AT DINNER FEB. 19

Minneapolis, Feb. - Fred B. Snyder, Minneapolis attorney,

former legislator and a Regent of the University of Minnesota since 1912, will

be honored for his long years of service to the state, the legal profession,

the church and the University at a dinner in Coffman Memorial Uni~n February 190

The dinner honoring Regent Snyder will be the highlight of

"University of Minnesota Wee~' which will be observed throughout the State

February 15-21. Sponsoring University Week is the Minnesota Junior Chamber of

Commerce with the cooperation of the University and the General Alumni associ".1;..'.._I.'

of the University.

Speakers at the dinner will be Governor Luther W. Youngdahl:

Chief Justice Charles Loring of the Minnesota Supreme Court, the Rt. Rev.

Benjamin T. Kemerer, retired suffragan bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of

Minnesota and acting rector of st. Mark's cathedral, Minneapolis, and Dr. J. L.

Morrill, president of the University.

Governor Youngdahl will review Regent Snyder's contributions

to the State of Minnesota, Chief Justice Loring will outline his contributions

to the legal profession, Bishop Kemerer will tell of his contributions to the

ohurch,. and Dr. Morrill will point out his contributions to the University.

Dr. Morrill will present to Regent Snyder a gold medal, the

first ever awarded by the University, designating him a "BuildsI' of the Name"

of the University of Minnesota.

The Very Rev. Vincent J. FlYnn, president of st. Thomas college;
St. Paul, will deliver the invocation.

As a part of the dinner program, members of the University Radio
Guild will stage a dramatization of the life of Regent Snyder.

Hundreds of friends and associates of the elderly attorney will
attend the dinner.

HHH---------------------_._--_.- --
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to the University of Minnesota through the recently-established Greater

GREATER UNIVERSITY
FUND RECEIVES

FIRST TWO GIFTS

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE
FEBRUARY 9, 1948
FOR RELEASE 11 a.m. FEB. 11

- Presentation of the first two giftsMinneapolis, Feb.

University fund was announced today by Stanley J. Wenberg, director of the

The gifts, each in the amount of $300, were received from

two alumni, Herbert S. Woodward, Class of 1907, Minneapolis attorney, and

Edgar F. Zelle, Class of 1913, president of the Jefferson Transportation

corporation, Minneapolis.

Woodward exolained that his gift covered a $100 SUbscription

to the fund from each of three generations of his family; his father, the late

Austin M. Woodward, Class of 1873; his son, Warren M. Woodward, Class of 1935;

and himself.

"These subscriptions are not large," Woodward stated as he

presented a check for $300 to President J. L. Morrill of the University, "but

Minnesota has never been a school for the wealthy. On the contrary, it has

become famous because it made itself an instrument of service to all the

people. From its earliest days, it has worked to be of benefit to every

citizen of Minnesota.

"In addition," Woodward continued, "at Minnesota a student who

was working his way through college by washing dishes has received the same

welcome as the sons and daughters of the well-to-do. Snobbishness has never

been tolerated. Teamwork and comradeship and a welcome for one and all are

what have built our school to the second largest in the nation.

(More)
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tiThe Greater University fund is one of the most important

projects our Alumni association has ever sponsored," he added. "I am sure

all former students will welcome an opportunity to do something for the

University which has done so much for them. The teamwork we learned at

college will make the drive for funds a success. Thousands of small

subscriptions will mount up to.a tuge total. Devises and bequests will

steadily increase as the years roll by. In a few years, every citizen of

the state of large means will remember the University in his will as a

matter of course. 1I

Purpose of the Greater University fund, Wenberg explained,

is to give alumni and friends of the University the opportunity to make

contributions to the institution to finance those refinements in its

educational program which cannot be provided for through funds normally

available. It is the hope of the founders and trustees of the fund,

according to Wenberg, that it will provide a steady annual income available

to the University for special purposes such as the purchase of equipment

and financing research projects.

###
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Speaking on "Cancer Treatment Toda~', Dr. Claude F. Dixon,

professor of surgery in the Mayo Foundation and head of a section in

surgery in the Mayo Clinic, Rochester, will deliver the second of the

1948 Sigma Xi lectures at the University of Minnesota Friday at 8:15 p.m.

He will speak in Northrop Memorial audit@rium.

The Sigma Xi lecture series for 1948, theme of which is

"The Challenge of Cancer", is sponsored jointly by the Minnesota

chapter of Sigma Xi, scientific research society, and the Minnesota

division of the American Cancer society.

Dr. Owen H. Wangensteen, director of the University's

department of surgery, will close the series February 20 with a

lecture in Northrop auditorium at 8:15 p.m. on "The Cancer Problem

Today" •

The lectures are open to the public without charge.

###
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The University of Minnesota Film society will show dI Live as I

Please", an Italian film starring Feruccio Tagliavini, in Northrop Memori&!

auditorium today (Wednesday, Feb. 11) at 4 and S p.m.

In the picture, third in the winter quarter series of Film

society presentations, Tagliavini sings arias from "Fedora", "La Faverita"

and "L'Amico Fritz". The film is in Italian with English subtitles.

Also on the program will be a kinetic composition on coler

film, "Synchromy No. 9".

Concluding the society's winter series of foreign films

will be the showing of II Zer~ de Conduite", a French production, and

"School for Danger', a British documentary film, at 4 and S p.m.

February 18.

#1111
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ALL SEATS TAKEN
FOR EVA KNARDAHL'S

AMERICAN DEBUT

All available tickets have been issued r~r the American

debut of Eva Knardahl, young Norwegian pianist, Friday (Feb. 13) in Scott hall

auditorium on the University of Minnesota campus, Dr. Paul Oberg, chairman of

the University's music department, reported Tuesday.

Miss Knardahl has appeared in Paris and other European cities.

She made her debut on the concert stage in Oslo, Norway, at the age of 5.

She is now studying music at the University.

Dr. Oberg said Tuesday that those who were unable to obtain

tickets for Miss Knardahl's American debut Friday will be able to hear her

when she appears as guest soloist with the University Symphony orchestra in

Northrop Memorial auditorium the evening of March 2. In this program, Miss

Knardahl will play the Grieg Piano Concerto.

###
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Dr. Asher N. Christensen, associate professor of political

science at the University of Minnesota, will talk on "Prospects for Democracy

in Latin Americ~', at 11 a.m. Thursday (Feb. 12) over KUOM, University radio

station.

Dr. Christensen, who spent four months last year as visiting

professor at Central university in Caracas, Venezuela, will give his opinion

on factors which have retarded democratic development in Latin America, and

will point out evident changes taking place which indicate there may be

some democratic progress.

###
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Original scores must be submitted by April 10, Dr. Oberg

A Composers' Forum to be held at the University May 19 thrnugh

23 as a means of stimulating interest in original compositions has been

- Young composers of the Middle WestMinneapolis, Feb.

COMPOSERS' FORUM AT MINNESOTA ,,~,

ANNOUNCED: COMPOSITIONS INVITED

are offered an opportunity by the University of Minnesota to hear their

compositions played by a professional orchestra of approximately 70 pieces.

announced by Dr. Paul M. Oberg, chairman of the University's music department.

explained, and a committee of staff members of the music department will

select at least 15 or the best works which will be played by the orchestra.

Scores, unless delivered in person, should be sent express

prepaid and insured to Dr. Oberg. Composers of music selected for performance

will be notified by May 1. Eligible for consideration in addition to music

for a full symphony orchestra will be compositions for string ~rchestra,

chamber orchestra, woodwind and brass ensembles, according to Dr. Oberg. A

few original works for band may also be chosen.

In the event of acceptance of a concerto, the composer will be

required to make provisions for a musician to play the solo instrument. A

small select chorus will be available for performance.

(More)
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Composers are advised by Dr. Obe~g that in addition to a full

string section, the orchestra engaged by the University for the Oomposets i

Forum includes, in addition to a full string section, three flutes, three

oboes, three clarinets, three bassoons, four horns, three trumpets, three

trombones, tuba, tympani, percussion, harp and piano. String parts

required are six first violin, five second violin, four viola, four cello

and four bass. Every composer submitting music must be ready to guarantee

a sufficient number of parts for delivery on or before May 17.

Seven or eight three-hour sessions will be spent by the

Forum orchestra rehearsing difficult sections of selected compositions.

One session will be devoted to playing original orchestra music which is

especially appropriate for high school orchestras. This session, and

perhaps some of the others, will be broadcast over KUOM, the University

radio station. Composers submitting music are asked to release all

broadcast rights, Dr. Oberg said.

All performances will be held in Northrop Memorial auditorium

on the University campus. If there is sufficient time, a full concert of

selected works will be presented at the close of the Forum, according to

Dr. Oberg.

##H
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Warren Ost, Minneapolis baritone and a senior at the

University of Minnesota, will present a German Lieder recital in Scott

hall on the University's Minneapolis campus Friday (Feb. 20) at 8:30 p.m.

under the sponsorship of the University's music department.

Ost has appeared as soloist with the Grace University church

choir, the Lutheran Missionary chorus and with student groups on the

campus. He is a member of Phi Mu Alpha, professional music fraternity,

Phi Alpha Theta, honorary history fraternity, and Delta Kappa Phi.

Accompaniest for the recital will be Richard Meder, a

junior in the University's music department and assistant choirmaster and

organist at Plymouth Congregational church, Minneanolis.

The reoital program will be as follows:

Adelaide ••.•••.•.•••.•.•.....••Beethoven

Der Wanderer .•••••.••••••••••••Schubert

Wohin••••••••••••••••••••••••••Schubert

Sapphische Ode ••.•••••••••••••• Brahms

Die Mainacht ••.•••••.••••••••••Brahms

Biblische Lieder, Vol. I •••••••Dvorak

Biblische Lieder, Vol. II •.••••Dvorak

##11
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Dr. W. J. Breckenridge, director of the Minnesota

Museum of Natural History at the University of Minnesota, will present

an illustrated lecture on "Managing Wild Life" in the museum auditorium

Sunday (Feb. 15) at 3 p.m.

In his talk, one of a series of free Sunday afternoon

programs at the museum, Dr. Breckenridge will discuss problems

concerned with perpetuating wild life in Minnesota. He will show

three eolor films, two of which are recent productions of the

Minnesota Department of Conservation.

The museum, at University and Seventeenth avenues,

Southeast, is open to the public every Sunday from 2 to 5 p.m.

# # #
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"ut' FILM SOC IETY
TO OFFER FRENCH,

BRITISH PICTURES

"Zero De Conduite", an experimental French film, and

"School for Danger', a British documentary film produced by the Royal Air

Force, will be presented by the University of Minnesota Film society Wednesday

(Feb. 18) at 4 and 8 p.m. in Northrop Memorial auditorium~

The French film is a psychological study of life in a

boys' boarding school.

Played by non-professional artists, the British film

deals with the mission of Cat and Felix, code names of two British agents,

male and female, who are sent to contact the French underground.

After Cat and Felix arrive in France by parachute, they

operate their mission from a small town where they execute a program of

sabotage. Following brushes with the Gestapo and the German military, their

work is finally recognized, and Felix is recalled to London for a verbal report.

Admission to these films may be purchased in Room 3,

Wesbrook hall on the Minneapolis campus, at the Campus club in Coffman Memorial

Union, at the Downtown ticket office in Minneapolis or the Field-Schlick ticket

office in St. Paul.

##11
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The February meeting of the Board of Regents of the

University of Minnesota will be held February 20, W. T. Middlebrook,

business vice president of the University and secretary of the board,

announced Wednesday. The meeting was originally scheduled for Friday

(Feb. 13), but has been postponed for one week.

Meetings of the Regents are held in Room 238 of the

Administration building on the Minneapolis campus.

# # II
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T. F. PEART, M. P.,

WILL SPEAK AT "U"

Thomas Frederick Peart, member of the British Parliament,

will speak on "Britain and World Politics", at the University of

Minnesota Tuesday (Feb. 17) at 2 p.m. in Murphy hall auditorium.

Among the subjects Peart will discuss will be agriculture

and foreign affairs, the present economic situation, Britain and world

politics, education, local government and Parliamentary institutions.

In 1945, at the age of 31, Peart was elected to Parliament.

Previous to his election, he served as a secondary schoolmaster and

lecturer in economics, a member of the Easington rural district council

from 1937 to 1940, and for a time, secretary of the Durham county

association of labor teachers and vice president of the national

association of labor teachers.

During World War II, he served with the Royal artillery

and was in action in North Africa and Italy.

The lecture, sponsored by the University's school of

journalism and the department of concerts and lectures, will be open

to the public without charge.

# II II
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Dr. Lorenz G. Straub, head of the aivil engineering

department at the University of Minnesota, will attend the

conferenae of Chi Epsilon, honorary civil engineering fraternity,

at Purdue university February 20 and 21. This is the first

meeting of the organization since before the war. Dr. Straub

is national president of the fraternity.

##11
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and sponsored by the Minnesota Junior Chamber of Commerce with the cooperation of

annual "University of Minnesota ~ee~', prbclaimed by Governor Luther W. Youngdahl

STATE TO OBSERVE
"UNIVERSITY ViEEK"

STARTING SUNDAY

--Statewide observance of the firstMinneapolis, Feb.

the University's staff, students and alumni, will begin Sunday (Feb. 15).

Outstanding event of the week will be a testimonial dinner

Thursday evening (Feb. 19) honoring Fred B. Snyder, veteran Minneano1is attorney,

former State Legislator, and a member of the University's Board of Regents since

1912. Regent Snyder, the oldest living member of the University's General Alumni

association and the oldest male graduate of the University, will be signally

honored by hundreds of his friends and associates who will attend the dinner.

Dr. J. L. Morrill, president of the University, will present

to Regent Snyder a gold medal, the first to be awarded by the University, in

recognition of his long years of service to the institution. The medal will bear

on its face the University seal and the inscription: "Builder of the Name".

Snyder's long years of service to the State, the church, the

legal profession and the University, will be acknowledged in addresses by Governor

Youngdahl, the Right Reverend Benjamin T. Kemerer, retired suffragan bishop of

the Episcopal Diocese of Minnes~ta, Chief Justice Charles Loring of the Minnesota

Supreme Court and President I'Jlorril1.

(More)
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A dramatization of Regent Snyder's life will be staged at the

dinner by members of the University's Radio Guild. The dinner program will

be broadcast by KUOM, University radio station, starting at 7:45 p.m., and by

WTCN starting at 8aJO p.m.

Throughout the State during the week local chapters of the

Junior Chamber will sponsor meetings of civic leaders at which University benefits

to the State will be described by University staff members. Such meetings are

scheduled in St. Paul, Duluth, Stillwater, Fergus Falls, Moorhead, Owatonna,

Thief River Falls, Crookston, Detroit Lakes, Mahnomen, Redwood Falls and Fertile,

Numerous radio programs featuring the various services performed

by the University will be broadcast by Minnesota radio stations.

On the University campus, open houses will be held in many

schools,. colleges and departments, and University students have been invited

to ~pen houses in several Twin City industrial plants. Downtown store windows

in Minneapolis and St. Paul will display exhibits prepared by several University

divisions.

In commemoration of the University's founding in 1851, a

special Charter Day convocation will be held in Northrop Memorial auditorium on

the Minneapolis campus Thursday (Feb. 19) at 11 a.m. The convocation speaker

will be Paul Gray Hoffman, president of the Studebaker corporation. His topic

will be "A Critique of American Capitalism".

##H
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U. OF M. TO OBSERVE
BROTHERHOOD wEEK

Religion as a means of improving relations between races and religions, will be

Minnesota, February 21 through March 1, sponsored by the Student Council of

observed in a series of brotherho~d programs beginning with a week-end outing at

- Br~therhood Week at the University ofMinneapolis, Feb.

Camp Ihduhapi, Lake Independence, Saturday and Sunday (Feb. 21,22).

The regular University convocation Thursday (Feb, 26) will feat:rC'r

as guest speaker Dr. Henry N~ McCracken, past president of Vassar college and

general secretary of· the National Conference of Christians and Jews, who will talk

on the subject, "All Men Are Brothers".

On Tuesday (Feb o 24) at 8 p.m., University students will appe~u

on the WCCO Twin Cities quiz prog~am. Four students will represent the Minneapolis

campus, and four will represent the st. Paul campus.

Variety shows carrying out the Brotherhood theme will be held

during intermissions of the All-University dance on Friday evening (Feb. 27) and the

Cosmopclitan Club costume ball on Saturday evening (Feb. 28), both in Coffman

Memorial Union. Coffee hours, luncheons and special noon p~ograms will also be

held during the week in Coffman Union.

on campus, fraternities, sororities, American Veterans' committee, Student for

discrimination at fraternity and sorority houses and before University religious

,
Participating in Brotherhood Week will be all religious foundations

On Monday evening (Mar. 1), guest speakers will talk on racial

foundations.

Democratic Action, YVvCA, YMCA and American Youth for Democracy.

The Student Council of Religion is made up to two student

representatives from each of the University's religious foundations.

# # #
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in the winter, the best way to keep them as neighbors is to feed them,

advises Dr. W. J. Breckenridge, director of the Minnesota Museum of Natural

FEED BIRDS WHO
\HNTER IN STATE,

NATURALIST URGES

- If you like birds around your yardMinneapolis, Feb.

History at the University of Minnesota.

"There is a period of emergency coming," warns Dr. Breckenridge.

"In the spring when sleet storms occur and ice forms on the ground, the birds

are in a fix unless their human friends help them aut by providing feeding

stations," he added.

Well-stocked feeding stations will save the lives of the birds

who winter in Minnesota, and will get them into the habit of staying around

the house, explains Dr. Breckenridge.

The way to feed the downy and hairy woodpeckers, chickadees,

white breasted nuthatches, blue jays and brown croepers, the most. common

winter residence birds, is to scatter on the ground and in trays such food

as bread crumbs, grain, chicken feed, suet, fats and ground-up stale nuts •
.

Even the popular bluebirds and robins may need help after

they arrive back from the South late in March or early in April, Dr.

Breckenridge warns, with Minnesota weather as unpredictable as it is.
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STUDEBAKER CHIEF
TO TALK THURSDAY

AT II~I CONVOCATION

Paul Gray Hoffman, president of the Studebaker corporation,

will talk on "A Critique of American Capitalis~' at the University of

Minnesota convocation Thursday (Feb. 19) at 11 a.m. in Northrop

Memorial auditorium.

Hoffman, who started in the automobile business as a

porter for a Chicago distributor of Halladay cars, is director of

the Encyclopaedia Britannica, the Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.,

the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago and a member of President Truman's

committee on foreign aid. He is author of "Seven Roads to Safett'

published in 1939.

The convocation, open to the public without charge,

will be broadcast over KUOM, University radio station.
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Minnesota "U" Press Releases

Book on Land Economics

Minneapolis, Feb. - Written by the late Dr. Leonard A. ~alter, Jr.,

who died in the LaSalle hotel fire in Chicago in June 1946, IIA Critical

Review of Research in Land Economics" was published Monday (Feb. 16) by the

University of Minnesota Press.

·Dr. Salter was an associate professor of agricultural economics

at the University of Wiscoftsin and a candidate for the doctor of philosophy

degree at the University of Minnesota at the time of his death one week

before he was to receive the degree which was awarded "post obi tum".

Although the book deals specifically with research progress

and methods in the field of land economics, the author's findings and

conclusions, according to Dr. O. B. Jesness, chief of the division of

agricultural economics at the University of Minnesota, offer guides tb

research workers and students in agricultural economics and the social

sciences generally.

#.
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PAUL G. HOFFMAN,
STUDEBAKER HEAD,

WILL SPEAK AT "U"

Featured at University of Minnesota Charter Day

convocation Thursday (Feb. 19) at 11 a.m. in Northrop Memorial

auditorium will be Paul Gray Hefrman, president of the Studebaker

corporation, who will talk on "A Critique of American Capitalism'.

Author of "Seven Roads to Safety", published in 1939,

Hoffman started in the automobile business as a porter for a Chicago

distributor of Halladay cars. He is a member of President Truman's

committee on foreign aid.

Convocation, open to the public without charge, will be

broadcast over KUOM, University radio station.
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Sponsored jointly by the Minnesota chapter of Sigma Xi,

8sl5 p.m. in Northrop Memorial auditorium.

third and final lecture in the 1948 Sigma Xi series Friday (Feb. 20) at

- Speaking on "The Cancer Problem

" Uti SURGERY CHIEF
TO LECTURE FRIDAY

ON CANCER SERIES

Minneapolis, Feb.

Todatt , Dr. Owen H. W~gensteen, director of the University of Minnesota's

department of surgery and world-famous cancer surgeon, will present the

scientific research society, and the Minnesota division of the American

Cancer society, the 1948 lecture series is on the theme "The Challenge

of Cancer".

Dr. Wangensteen's lecture will be open to the public without

charge.
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He will also attend several other educational meetings.

National Commission on Teacher Education and professional standards and will

of education at the University of Minnesota, and several other University

- Dr. Wesley E. Peik, dean of the collegeMinneapolis, Feb.

U. OF M. EDUCATORS
TO ATTEND MEETINGS

IN ATLANTIC CITY

education professors, will attend the annual meetings of national learned

societies and professional organizations February 18 through 25 at Atlantic CitYo

Dr. Peik will preside as chairman at the meeting of the

deliver the keynote address before the American Association of Teachers Colleges.

The keynote address at the first general session of the nation-

al association of secondary school principals Saturday morning (Feb. 21) will

be given by Dr. Minard W. Stout, assist~t professor of education and principal

of University high school. He will talk on llManaging the Activity Progr~l.

At noon Sunday (Feb. 22), alumni of the University college of

education attending the conferences, will hold a banquet. Dr. Clifford P.

Archer, director of the University's bureau of recommendations, is making

arrangements for the program.

University faculty members attending the conferences in

addition to Dr. Peik, Dr. Archer and Dr. stout include: Dr. G. Lester Anderson,

associate professor of education; Dr. Walter W. Cook, professor of education,

Dr. Guy L. Bond, professor of education; Dr. Ray G. Price, associate professor

of business education; Dr. Miles E. Cary, lecturer in education; Dr. Dora V.

Smith, professor of education.

#11/1
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recreation.

the Minnesota department of education and the state committee on

The conference will be conducted in cooperation with

- Minnesota educators will attendMinneapolis, Feb.

a working conference on professional training in health education,

professional training in health education, physical education and

Study.

physical education and recreation Thursday, Friday and Saturday

(Feb. 19, 20, 21) at the University of Minnesota Center for Continuation

Superintendents of schools attending the conference

will conduct a panel on the subject, nWhat I Expect of ~~ Physical

Education Teacher', while teachers attending will discuss at a

special meeting the subject, "What Professional Education I Believe a

Teacher of Physical Education Needs".

#/1#
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a statement issued Tuesday in connection with the observance February 15 to 21

of University of Minnesota Week.

"The Governor's proclamation, setting aside the week of

- As president of the Association ofMinneapolis, Feb.

Minnesota's institutions of higher education an opportunity to rejoice in the

president of the University, is as follows:

STATE COLLEGE ASSOCIATION CHIEF

LAUDS UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

Dr. Gould's statement, addressed to Dr. J, L. Morrill,

Minnesota Colleges, Dr. L. M. Gould, president of Carleton college, Northfield,

lauded the "excellence" and Itaccomplishments" of the University of Minnesota in

February 15th through the 21st as University of Minnesota Week, gives all of

excellence of our University.

"We need to remind ourselves that all of us are concerned

with the same ends. We remember the words inscribed above the portals of

Northrop auditorium---that the University was 'founded in the faith that men are

ennobled by understanding'. This is a faith which we all share, and the extent to

which we cooperate toward achievement of that faith will determine the effective-

ness of all of Minnesota's institutions of higher education.

"I am sure that the fourteen member institutions of the

Asso.iation of Minnesota Colleges would wish me to extend their felicitations to

you, Mr. President, and to your colleagues at the University of Minnesot§. All

of us take great pride in the accomplishments of the University under your

leadership.

(More)
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"We look forward to continuing years of cooperative

activity dedicated to the belief that the maintenance of our free institutions

rests to a large extent in the hands of our educational institutions."

Responding to Dr. Gould's statement, President Morrill

stated Tuesday:

"I am deeply appreciative of this friendly tribute to

the University from the President of the Association of Minnesota Colleges.

It makes manifest the cordial relations which exist among the state's

institutions of higher learning. It is my sincere wish that our sister

institutions throughout Minnesota may share fully, and deservedly, in the

public appreciation of higher education which our 'University of Minnesota

Week' is intended to stimulate~lI

# # #
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Richard Koppe, st. Paul-born artist who has two paintings

and three sculptures now on display at the University of Minnesota gallerj

in Northrop Memorial auditorium, as a part of the Chicago Institute of

Design exhibition, was recently awarded a prize in recognition of his

artistry.

The prize, consisting of one-hundred dollars, was awardeu f):

a painting displayed at the 67th annual exhibition of painting and Sculptl:re

of the San Francisco Art association.

Koppe was also a prize winner at the showing of American

Abstract and Surrealist Art recently concluded by the Chicago Art Institute.

University gallery hours for the current Institute of Design

exhibition on display through February 25, are from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Monday through Friday.

# # #
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The University of Minnesota prepares its students to

become doctors, lawyers, teachers, engineers -- even fishermen.

I1Fish and Fishing in Minnesota" will be offered as an

evening course by the general extension division for the seventh

consecutive year beginning February 25.

Dr. Samuel Eddy, professor of zoology, will meet with

his class each tednesday at 8:05 p.m. for 10 weeks and will talk

about the habits, habitats, feeding, propagation, distribution and

importance of the various tyPes of Minnesota fish.

"Even women enroll to learn how to fish," said Dr.

Eddy. He explained about a third of his annual class are women who

have many different reasons for wanting to learn about fish and

fishing.

Anyone interested may register at one of three general

extension offices: University office, Room 57, Nicholson hall;

690 Northwestern Bank building, Minneapolis; 500 Robert street, St. Paul.

# # #
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the State. Sponsoring the week is the Minnesota Junior Chamber of Commerce in

of the University of Minnesota since 1912, will attend a dinner in his honor this

proclaimed by Governor Luther W. Youngdahl and being observed this week throughout

- Hundreds of friends and associates ofMinneapolis, Feb.

The dinner will climax "University of Minnesota Week,",

Fred B. Snyder, veteran Minneapolis attorney, former State Legislator and a R(;;:g~i:-!"

evening (Feb. 19) in the ballroom of Coffman Memorial Union.

cooperation with the University staff, student body and alumni.

Speakers at this evening's dinner, which is being staged i~

recognition of Regent Snyder's contributions to the State, the legal profession,

the church and the University, will be Governor Youngdahl, Chief Justice Charles

Loring of the State supreme court, the Rt. Rev. Benjamin T. Kemerer, retired

suffragan bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of Minnesota and acting rector of Sto

Mark's cathedral, Minneapolis, and Dr. J. L. Morrill, president of the Universityo

Dr. Morrill will present to Regent Snyder a gold medal, the

first ever awarded by the University, designating him a "Building of the Namell of

the University of Minnesota.

At the dinner, the veteran chairman of the Board of Regents wilJ

celebrate his eighty-ninth birthday whioh falls next Saturday (Feb. 21). A birthday

cake topped by eighty-nine candles will be presented to him during the evening.

As a highlight of the dinner program this evening, members of
the University Radio Guild will present a dramatization of Regent Snyder's life
written and directed by Northrop DaWSOn, Jr., script supervisor for KUOM, the
University radio station.

The Snyder dinner program will be broadcast from Coffman
Union by KUOM starting at 7:45 p.m. e.nd by i"TCN starting at 8:30 p.m.

###
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FRIDAY, FEB. 2~

- Dr. George N. Aagaard of

l

Minneapolis today was appointed by the Board of Regents of the University

of Minnesota to succeed the late Dr. William A. O'Brien as director of

postgraduate medical education at the University.

Dr. Aagaard, a specialist in internal medicine, received

his doctor of medicine degree at the University of Minnesota in 1937. He

interned at the St. Cloud hospital and at Minneapolis General hospital. In

1942, following four years of general practice in Minneapolis, he was appoin-;.

ed a medical fellow at the University, and the following year he was named a

clinical instructor in medicine.

Appointed admitting physician in the division of internal

medicine at the University in 1946, he was promoted to the rank of assistant

professor. Last year, he re-entered the private practice of medicine in

Minneapolis, but retained a clinical professorship in medicine at the

University. His new appointment, effective March 1, carries the rank of

associate professor of medicine.

As a student, Dr. Aagaard was the popular drum major of the

University of Minnesota band from 1931 to 1936,

Married and the father of three children, Dr. AagaArd,34,

lives at 3508 17th Avenue, South, in Minneapolis.

The position of director of postgraduate medical education

has been vacant since Dr. O'Brien's death November 16, 1947.

###
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DR. WANGENSTEEN

TO TAU ON CANCER

AT U. OF M. TONIGHT

The story of' "The Canoer Problem Today" will be told

by Dr. Owen H. Wangensteen, director of the University of Minnesota's

department of surgery and world-famous canoer surgeon, Friday (Feb. 20)

at 8115 p.m. in Northrop Memorial auditorium.

Dr. Wangensteen's lecture, open to tbe public without

charge, is the third and final lecture in the 1948 Sigma Xi series on

the theme "The Challenge of Cancer".

/111/1
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- Larry Lesueur, United Nations

correspondent of the Columbia Broadcasting system, will be the headline speaker

at the Second Annual Radio News Short Course of the University of Minnesota

School of Journalism March 5 and 6.

Other leading "instructors" in the two-day sessions will be

Dr. Kenneth Baker, director of research for the National Association of Broad-

casters, and Dr. Wilbur Schramm, director of the Institute of Communications

Research, University of Illinois.

In addition, the 75 radio news editors and reporters expected

at the short course will hear discussions of specific radio news problems led ~~T

radio men from six states in the Northwest. Sessions will be held in the

University's Center f~r Continuation Study, which is jointly sponsoring the course.

The Northwest Radio News Editors' association will hold its

annual meeting during the short course.

Lesueur, who was a European correspondent for CBS during the

war, will speak at the annual dinner on liThe Job of a National Radio Correspondent!:"

Dr. Baker will talk on "Radi~ Research as the NAB Sees It" and Dr. Schramm on

"The Radio News Audience" •

Discussions of radio's coverage of news of agriculture,

weather and special events will be led by Chris Mack of ~~AX, Yankton, S. D.;

Charles Hilton of KGLO, Mason City, Iowa; and Jack Swenson of WDAY, Fargo, N. D.

Soren Munkhof of WOW, Omaha, will lead a session on local news coverage, and PRul

Ziemer of ~]<BH, LaCrosse, Wis., one of problems of radio f s access to the news.

Sig Mickelson of weco, Minneapolis, and Ray Thompson of KROC, Rochester, Minn.,

will offer views of "Differing News Policies for Differing Communitie~l.

# # #
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Dr. Lorenz G. Straub, direotor of the St. Anthony

Falls Hydraulio laboratory and head of the oivil engineering

department at the University of Minnesota, will address the

Soientifio Club of Winnipeg, Canada, as guest speaker at its

meeting on Maroh 9. His topis will be liThe Laboratory as a Clinio

for Rivera."

#/111
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TALK ON SOUTHERN

FLOWERS SLATED

SUNDA.Y AT MUSEUM

Milton D. Thompson, director of the Minneapolis Science

Museum, will present an illustrated lecture on "Decorative Flowers of

the Southlan~l at the Minnesota Museum of Natural History at the

University of Minnesota Sunday (Feb. 22) at J p.m.

Thompson, whose appearance is one of a series of free

Sunday afternoon programs at the museum, will show kodachrome slides on

Southern gardens which have long been noted for the beauty and variety

of their flowering plants.

The museum, at University and Seventeenth a~enues,

Southeast, is open to the public every Sunday from 2 to 5 p.m.
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Marguerite Paetznick, assistant professor of the

University of Minnesota sohool of nursing, and assistant direotor of

nurses in charge of nursing eduoation at the Charles T. Miller hospital,

St. Paul, will leave the Twin Cities Saturday (Feb. 21) to become director

of nursing service at Denver General hospital, Denver, Colorado.

The University of Colorado school of nursing is now

affiliated with the Denver General hospital.

"This is the first time the University of Colorado is

being associated with and utilizing the General hospital," said

Katharine J. Densford, director of the University of Minnesota school

of nursing, in announcing Miss Paetznick's new appointment.

Miss Paetznick received her bachelor of nursing degree

from the University of Minnesota in 1931. She then studied at the

University of Washington where she received her master's degree in

nursing administration and education.

H##
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Dr. Henry Noble MacCracken, president emeritus of

Vassar college and general secretary of the National Conference of

Christians and Jews, will talk on "Brotherhood in Actio~t at University

of Minnesota Brotherhood Week convocation Thursday (Feb. 26) at 11 a.m.

in Northrop Memorial auditorium.

In addition to Dr. MacCracken's talk, the combined

choirs of St. Thomas and st. Catherine's colleges will offer a program

of music. The l20-voice choral group will sing" AlIa Trlnita" and

"Let Thy Holy Presence" by P. Tschesnokoff, "Carol of the Russian

Children" and "To Thee We Sing" by Peter Tkach, "Hospodi Ponilui1t by

Tvovsky and "Adoram te" by Palestrina.

Open to the public without charge, convocation will

be broadcast over KUOM, University radio station.
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Beginning Monday (Feb. 23) and continuing through Friday

(Feb. 27) KUOM, University of Minnesota radio station, will sponsor a serieG

of special programs in observati'on of National Brotherhood Week.

From 5 to 5:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, five programs

of music will be presented. They will include religious, spiritual and

non-religious music of various countries, Hebrew music and a summary of

the brotherhood theme as exemplified by the musical works of Bach and

Beethoven.

Each day Monday through Friday from 5:30 to 5:45 p.m.,

Betty T. Girling, director of the Minnesota School of the Air,will give a

narrative story of the" Parker Familyll, a fictional family which concerns

itself with religious, national and physical differences of people. This will

be a program primarily for children.

On the regularly scheduled "Folklore Makes Historyll program

heard each Friday from 4 tc 4:15 p.m., liSt. Louis Woman", the second in a

series of stories based on Negro life, humor, music and freedom will stress

the brotherhood theme.

The current events program for young people each Friday from

11 to 11:15 a.m. will also stress the brotherhood theme.

##H
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SPECIAL TO THE
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attended the ninth annual Minnesota Bankers' conference at the University

of Minnesota February 12 and 13. Cooperating with the University in

sponsoring the conference were the Minnesota Bankers' association and

the Minnesota state banking department.

Topics discussed included inflation and the country

banker, trends in deposits and earning assets, forecast of interest

rates with possible implications, municipal bonds, public relations and

anti-inflationary programs.

Home mortgages, livestock loans, chattel mortgages,

consumer credit, personnel and tax exampt reserve were the topics

discussed at a special panel discussion.

# # #
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CANCER DETECTION CENTER OPENS

THIS V~K AT UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

Minneapolis, Feb. - Cancer, in its early stages, is

curable1 Cancer, in its early stages, is symptomless!

Therefore, if the ravages of cancer, which kills more than

400 Americans daily, are to be halted, the disease, in its early forms, must be

detected by careful and periodic examination of persons who have no symp~oms of

the di8ease~

With these facts in mind, University of Minnesota medical

scientists ar& about to begin a new battle in their continuing war against this

dreaded killer.

The opening this week of a Cancer Detection Center at

University of Minnesota Hospitals on the Minneapolis campus has been announced by

Dr. H. S. Diehl, dean of the medical sciences at the University.

A project of the University's medical school, the center is

headed by Dr. David State, assistant professor of surgery, as director. Financing

the new program of cancer detection are the MInnesota state division of the

American Cancer society, the National Cancer institute of the United States Public

Health service and the University's malignant disease research fund.

Dr. State today described the new Cancer Detection Center as

a place to which symptomless men and women of Minnesota in the age bracket in

which cancer most frequently occurs, 45 and over, may go for a thorough physical

examination.

Chief purpose of the examination, of course, Dr. State added,

will be the detection of early cancer, of forerunners of cancer or of conditions

of chronic irritation which might develop into cancer if not treated immediatelYe

(M('re)
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Should examination reveal any indication of cancer or a

pre-cancerous condition, the person examined will be informed at once, and a

report will be sent to his personal physician. He will be advised to seek

immediate treatment from his physician. Dr. State emphasized that no treatment

will be given at the Cancer Detection Center.

The center is located in the temporary, barraeks-type build

ing on Churoh street, just west of University Hospitals and across the street

from the out-patient entrance.

Any Minnesota resident,45 or over,whn wishes to be examined

should call or write the Cancer Detection Center for an appointment. The

telephone number at the center is Main 8177, Extension 6612 or 6684. No ene

will be admitted for examination, Dr. state adVised, unless he has made an

appointment beforehand.

A person may either be referred to the center by his

personal physician or may apply for an appointment without such refe~ral provided

that he gives the name of his personal physician to whom a report of his

examination will be made4 Each person reporting for an examination will be

requested to return every six months for are-check.

Payable upon admission to the center, a $5 registration fee

will be charged each person. If he is unable to pay, he will be asked to pay as

much of the fee as he can, Dr. State said, but no one will be turned away for

lack of funds.

The center will be operated for examinations two days each

week, Tuesday for women, and Thursday for men. Hours will be from 8 to 5 p.m.

If the load becomes too heavy, the number of days of operation may be increased,

Dr. State indicated.

(More)
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Capacity of the center is between 20 and 30 persons each day,

and it is the hope of the sponsors that all Minnesotans in the specified age group

who desire to be examined can be accommodated. Tentative plans have been made,

according to Dr. State, to establish centers in other parts of the state.

The examination will require a full day at the center.

Sessions with the examining doctors will include inspection of all body cavities

and organs. Among specialists who will participate in the examinations will be

surgeons, internists, proctologists, gYnecologists, radiologists and dcrmatologip~3(

Specialists in other fields will be on call should examination indicate that th8}.~

services are needed.

Each person examined will be given a complete blood and urine

analysis as well as a chest X-ray as a part of the check-up routine. If the

necessity is indicated during the examination of any person, X-rays of the

stomach and large bowel also will be made, but at a later date.

Findings of cancer detection clinics in other sections of the

country, Dr. State reported, are that approximately 60 out of every 100 persons

examined will have some abnormality in health requiring medical care. Seven of

these 100 persons will have conditions which can be considered cancerous or

which may develop into oancer if not given proper attention immediately.

Stressing the curability of cancer discovered in its early

stages, Dr. state pointed out that early cancer of the lip, for example, can be

cured in from 90 to 95 per cent of the cases treated. Even in one of the most

serious forms of cancer, cancer of the stomach, in cases in which operations are

required, the mortality rate is less than 5 per cent.

Cancer is second only to heart disease as a cause of death in

this country, he added. In spite of the remarkable progress made in treating

cancer by surgery, X-ray and other methods, cancer is a "silenV' disease in its

early stages, and therefore, too many cases arc discovered too late.

The University's Cancer Detection Center project has been

approved by the Minnesota State Medical association.
###
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Jane and Joan Rosenfeld, identical twin proteges of the

world famous Vronsky and Babin team, will present a duo-piano recital

at University of Minnesota convocation Thursday (March 4) at 11 a.m. in

Northrop Memorial auditorium.

The Rosenfeld twins made their public debut at the age of

14 when they played the Mozart Concerto for two pianos with the Bloomfeld,

New Jersey, Symphony orchestra. In 1943, they made their New York debut

at the Carnegie Chamber Music Hall, and in 1944, they gave their first

Town Hall recital.

Convocation, open to the public without charge, will be

broadcast over KUOM, the University radio station.
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University of Minnesota convocation Thursday (Feb. 26)

at 11 a.m. in Northrop Memorial auditorium, will be held in observance of

National Brotherhood Week o Dr. Henry Noble MacCracken, president emeritus

of Vassal college and general secretary of the National Conference of Christians

and Jews, will speak on "Brotherhood in Action."

As a part of the convocation program the combined choirs

of St. Thomas and St. Catherine's colleges will present a concert stressing

the brotherhood theme.

Open ot the public without charge, convocation will be

broadcast over KUOM, the University radio station.

###
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Eva Knardahl, concert pianist from Oslo, Norway, will

appear as soloist with the University of Minnesota Symphony orchestra in a

concert Tuesday (March 2) at 8:30 p.m. in Northrop Memorial auditorium.

The young pianist, who is studying music on the University

campus under an honorary fellowship, will be featured as soloist playing the

"Piano Concert No. ~1 by Klaus Egge, president of the Scandinavian League of

Composers and former student of Fartein Valen and Arnold Schoenberg.

This will be the first Amerioan performance of Eggets

concerto which was played by Eva Knardahl with the Oslo Philharmonic in

December, 1946.

Robert Andersen, Eva Knardahl's husband, who is also

studying music on the University campus, will act as guest conductor for three

works played by the orchestra. He will conduct flNidarosdomeIT', a fugue and

choral by Sparre Olsen, contemporary Norwegian composer, Eggers "Piano Concerto

No.2" and Franz Schubert's "Sinfonietta'~:

The program under the direction of Dr. Paul M. Oberg,

chairman of the department of music, will include the orchestra's performance

of the "Prairie Festival Overture" by Paul Karvonen, graduate student of the

University and now teaching at the University of North Dakota.

The concert will be open to the public without charge.

###
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MINNEAPOLIS T.B.
CONTROL OFFICER

TO SPEAK AT "u"

Dr. William Roemmich, Minneapolis tuberculosis control

officer of the United States Public Health service, will deliver the first

annual Phi Delta Epsilon lecture at the University of Minnesota Thursday

(Feb. 26) at 8:15 p.m. in the Medical Sciences amphitheater, He will report

on "The Hennepin County 1947 Chest X-ray Survey". Phi Delta Epsilson is a

professional medical fraternity.

The lecture, open to the public without charge, is

sponsored by the University medical school.

#11#
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Dr. W. J. Breckenridge, director of the Minnesota Museum

of Natural History at the University of Minnesota, will lecture on "Birds,

Beasts and the RainboW" at the Museum Sunday (Feb. 29) at 3 p.m.

Dr. Breckenridge also will show a United states Fish and

Wild Life Service film illustrating significant work on color recogn~tion

in birds and mammals.

The museum, at University and Seventeenth avenues,

Southeast, is open to the public every Sunday from 2 to 5 p.m.

###
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The University of Minneaoin schoel of dentistry in cooper-

ation with the W. K. Kellogg foundation, Battle Creek, Mich., will offer a

one-day course in dental caries to practicing dentists of the Northwest,

Thursday (Feb. 26).

The program will be an open discussion on dental caries

and oaries control with Dr. Philip Jay of the University of Michigan acting

as moderator.

Program participants will include Dr. Wallace D. Armstrong,

professor of physiological ohemistry at the University of Minnesota, who will

talk on tlproblems in Dental Caries Related to Biological Chemistry; Dr. F. A.

Arnold, Jr., dental surgeon of the United States Public Health Service,

Washington, D. C., who will speak on "Epidemiology of Dental Caries"; Dr.

Robert Keesel, professor of applied materia medica and therapeutics, college

of dentistry, University of Illinois, who will talk on "Bacteriology of Dental

Caries"; Dr. John W. Knutson, senior dental surgeon and chief, dental public

health section, States Relation Division, will speak on "Topical Application

of Fluorine in Relation to Dental Caries".

All sessions will be held in the junior ballroom of

Coffman Memorial Union.

#1#1
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The University of Minnesota in cooperation with the Wo Kc

K&11ugg foundation, Battle Creek, Mich., will offer a three-day course in

immediate denture service and partial dentures to practicing dentists of

the Northwest, beginning Thursday (Feb. 26) and continuing through Saturday

(Feb. 28).

The faculty will be staff-members from the school of

dentistry.

Sessions will include lectures on immediate denture service

and partial denture service and damonst~ations on the construction and insertion

of both types of denture service.

All meetings will be held in Ronm III of the Medical

Sciences building.

###
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Study.

Among the topics to be discussed at the conference will

- The second annual radio news
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Minneapolis, February

Conducted by the University school of journal:".8m w:i.-:h the

###

Faculty will include Kenneth B'"l\t::r, research director of

short course for radio news editors of ~he Nort,h~oct will be held ThlITsd~y

and Friday (March 5,6) at the U:::liversit:r r·f il:.:'::'18SQtA. Certe~:' for Con·:-.in'l8.~j:~-f.'n

include discussions and critical evaluations of radio newsrooms in the NorthwRs"G

cooperation of the Northwest Radio News ~ditorsl association, the program will

be how radio handles special news fields, radio research as the National

Association of Broadcasters sees it, the radi,:, news audience 1 covering ·~".he

policies for differing communities and problems of radiots access to the news.

local community, the job of a national radio correr;pondent, differing )ro6ramin~

Mitchell V. Charnley, prof~ssor of journalism, and R~lph D. Casey, direct~r

the National Association of Broadcasters and two University staff members,

of the ~chool of journalism.
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Thelma Emile Hunter, piano instructor in the University

.r MinnesDta music department, will present a recital saturday (Fcbo 28) at

5 p.m. on the "Meet the Artist" program heard tri-weekly over KUOM, University

radio station.

Considered one of the outstanding pianists to graduate

from the Eastman School of Music, Mrs. Hunter was one of the few to receive

the coveted Artist's diploma. Her recital Saturday will consist of the

following five selections I

Prelude and Fugue, Ope 35, #l••••• , •••••••••• Mendelssohn
Intermezzo, Ope 116, #4•••.••••.••••••••••••••••••Brahms
Capriccio, Ope 76, #5•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Brahms
The Maiden and the Nightingale ••••••••••••••••••Granados
Toccata, Op. 11 Prokofieff

###
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A new evening course in Czechoslovakian, one of the few of

its kind in the United States, will be offered by the general extension

division of the University ')f Minnesota beginning next Wednesday (Mar" 3) ..

Danica Stocesova, a native of Czecho~lovak:ia who came t.o

the United states last September, will instruct the course" An exchangs student

and a teaching assistant in chemistry at the University, Miss Stocesova is

a graduate of Charles university at Prague.

Designed for both the beginner and the person with a

knowledge of Czechoslovakian who wishes to become more proficient, the course

will stress grammar, practice in speaking the language and colloquialisms b

Starting next Wednesday (Mar. 3) the class will meet every

Wednesday from 7 to 9 p~m~ in Room 102 Nicholson Hall on the Minneapolis

campus. The final meeting of the class will be on June 2~

Anyone interested in the course may register at any of the

general extension offices: Room 57 Nicholson hall; 690 Northwestern B~k

building, Minneapolis; or 500 Robert street, St. Paul

###
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_ The third in a series of guidance

conferences for classr.oom teachers, school counselors and administrators, will be

held Monday (Mar. 8) at the senior high school auditorium in Windom.

These conferences, sponsClred jointly by the Minnesota Associ·"

ation of Secondary School Principals, the Minnesota Council of School Executiveeo

the University of Minnesota and the state department of education, are the res1:Jt

of a survey on guidance practices in Minne'ot~high schools conducted last year by

two University of Minn~ota professors.

Conducting the initial survey were Dr. Willis E. Dugan,

associate professor and director of student personnel at the University, and Dr o

C. Gilbert Wrenn, professor of educational psychology at the University.

Principal topic to be discussed at the Windom conference

will be, "Recommended Guidance Services and Procedures for the Average Public

School" •

Speaking at the morning sessions, Dr. Dugan will talk on

"What Guidance Is" ,and Walter F. Johnson, director of student personnel at Univers:!.t,·

high school, will speak on II The Specifics of Guidance".

GUy O. Tollerud, state supervisor of the occupational

information and guidance service, state department of education, will close the

morning sessions speaking on, "~~at Assistance May Be Expected From the state

Office of Occupational I formation and Guidance".
""

In the afternoon meetings, work-shop discussion groups composed

of approximately 30 elementary and high school teachers and counselors will

discuss and recommend speci~ic guidance practices followed by a group evaluation

of these reports and recommendations.

###
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- The University of Minnesota will

1

offer a cl:ntinuation course in clinical dietetics Thursday, Friday and

Saturday (March 4, 5, 6) at the Center for Continuation Study.

The course, offered to Northwest clinical dietitians

and graduate students majoring in dietetics, will consist of a series of

lectures by staff members of the University and the Mayo foundation.

S~bject matter for the lectures will include diet in

relation to hepatic diseases, functional disorders, ulcers, cardiovascular

digeascs, ronal diseases, nutritional anemia, metabolism, infectious diseases,

colitis, neurological disorders, deficiency diseases, obesity and pre-

operative care.

###
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Beginning Chinese, taught by a native of Shanghai, China,

will be offered in an evening course starting next Wednesday (Mar. 3) and

sponsored by the University of Minnesota's general extension division.

Teaching the course will be Chang-Taing Yang who is

studying for a d~ctor of philosophy degree in chemical engineering at the

University under a scholarship from the Chinese government.

Special emphasis will be placed upon the grammar principles

of mandarin Chinese and Chinese characters during the 14-week program.

The class is designed to give a background of Chinese to persons who have

a general interest in China and those who plan to travel in China in the

future.

Class meetings are scheduled each Wednesday at 6:20 p.m.

_ in Room 100 Nicholson hall on the Minneapolis campus.

, Registration for the course is now open at the general

extension offices: Ro~rn 57 Nicholson hall; 690 Northwestern Bank building;

Minneapolis; and 500 Robert street, st. Paul.

###
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- Doctors of the Northwest will have an

,

opportunity to learn of recent developments in the field of pediatrics at

a University of Minnesota c~ntinuation course in pediatrics Monday, Tuesday

and v'ednesday (March 1,2,3).

The course will be held in the Center for Continuation Study

with the cooperation and support of the Minnesota Society for Crippled

Children and Adults.

Topics to be discussed at the conference are infant feeding,

immunizations, pathology of cerebral palsy, the approach to the handicappecl

child, orthopedics and physical medicine as applied to cerebral palsy,

occupational therapy in cerebral palsy, heart problems in childhood and

heart surgery, the Rh factor and anemias of infancy and childhood.

In addition to University staff members, faculty for the course

will include M. A. Perlstein, consultant in cerebral palsy for the gt~te of

Illinois, John F. Pohl, cerebral palsy consultant for the Minnesota Society

for Crippled Children and Disabled Adults, and Phillip Sturgeon of the

Children's hospital, Los Angeles.

All sessions will be held in the center with the exception

of two clinics in Minneapolis General hospital and the amnhitheater in the

University Medical Sciences building.
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